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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Estate Taxes
Estate taxes have become a major issu e for many farmers.

The

significant increases in net worth of farms during the past decade have
resulted in a g rowing number of farms whi ch are large enough to be
subject to estate taxes.

Accordingly, farmers have increased their

attention to estate planning, which is used to decrease the potential
tax liability and facilitate the intergenerational transfer of property .
In some instances, est ate planning may simply involve specifying a
particular will or appointing an executor to settle the estate.

In

instances involving a large estate where the potential tax liability is
substantial, sophis ticated planning· techniqu es such as reapportioning
property betw een spouses or setting up a trust may be employed.

In some

cases, planning can result in substantial tax savings, and where the
farm operation is continued beyond the death of the owner opera t or,
estate planning can facilitate the transfer of the farming enterprise.
Estate taxes can have a particular impact on a farm firm because
they affect not only the transfer of wealth but also the business
operations if the farm enterprise is continued after the owner's death .
This latter situation occurs because the farm owner's personal assets
(which may be taxed at his death) are also business assets.

Thus,

estate taxes can deplete the asset base of the farm enterprise , thereby
affecting its operating efficiency .

Conversely, a shareholder's death

would have no appreciable effect on a large co rporation's asset base.
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At the aggregate level, it has been suggested that estate taxes can
have an impact on the structure of agriculture.

Changes in tax law in

recent years have prompted growing concern about the potential effects
of estate taxes on the agricultural sector because these tax laws
contain provisions directed specifically at agriculture .

Using a

theoretical approach, Boehlje (2) and Sisson (26) have argued that
certain estate tax provisions can influence economic elements such as
farm size , resource allocation , and resource prices in the agricultural
sector.
In essence, estate taxes offer a mode by which policy makers can
influence the intergenerational transfer of property by changing the
value of property rights attached to ownership.

As used here, the term

property rights refers to the set of legally recognized privileges
associated with prope r ty ownership .

In the United States, the area of

law concerning delineation of property rights is tailored after the Old
Engli sh common law where the King granted individuals certain rights to
land while retaining an interest in the property.

Similar ly, ownership

rights are not absolute in our system today where the state has retained
the powers of eminent domain and taxation, along with certain police
powers.
It is partly throu gh the ability to tax property , specifically
estate taxes , that the state influences intergenerational transfers.
Through this process the state can ultimately affect ownership patterns
which in turn affect farm structure .

For example, in an extreme case,

if policy makers wanted to prevent farmland from passing from one
generation to the next, they could set estate taxes at 100 percent.
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In the opposite extreme, the absence of any estate tax could possibly
lead to a situation where all farmland was tied to particular families
or a landed gentry.

In actuality, the policies pertaining to gift and

estate taxes have fluctuated narrowly somewhere in between these two
extremes depending on the political environment prevailing at the time.
The meth od by which policy makers use estate tax laws to influence
ownership patterns in the agricultural sector is to make the tax
provisions discriminatory to particular groups.

In concept, this method

is comparable to the progressive federal income tax structure in which
different groups are t ax ed at different marginal tax rates in order to
influence income distribution.

Similarly, the tax schedule applicable

to a taxable estate is progressive in nature with the tax rate
increasing with estate size.

In addition, further differentiation among

groups beyond estate size is accomplished by linking preferential tax
provisions to particular estate characteristics.

These special tax

features and their effect on different farms will be discussed in length
in the following chapter .

At this point, however, it will be useful

to

take an overall look at some of the ways that estate taxes affect the
farm firm .
Effect on the Farm Firm
Farm firms which are large enough to be subjected to an estate
tax liability are affected by these taxes in a number of ways, either
directly or indirectly.

Obviously, the tax burden reduces the amount of

wealth that a farmer may transfer to his heirs.

In addition, there are

transfer coats involved in probating an estate such as executor fees,
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court costs, and legal fees .

When these costs are added to the estate

taxes, the result is a significant demand for funds at the tillE of
probate.

Estate planners have suggested the use of life insurance to

meet some of these financial needs (18).
If funds are not available to meet these tax and fee obligations ,
then assets must be sold to gene rate the necessary cash and done so
within the nine-month period in which the tax is due.

The value of

these assets is higher to the firm than the market value when they must
be liquidated in a relativelv short period of time; therefore, the sale
results in what is known as a liquidity loss (34) .

The liquidity loss

associated with different assets varies de pending on the type and
marketability of the asset.

For exampl e , when so called "liquid

assets," such as a savings account or a short-term time deposit are
liquidated, they resul t in a small loss in value, if any.

However, the

sale of less liquid asse ts such as real estate can result in a
significant liquidity loss.

Therefore, any resulting losses represent

another transfer cost involved in passing on property.
The ef fects of estate taxes mentioned above may plague any estate
subject to estate ta:xe s .

If the fann firm is discontinued a t the death

of the owner, then the taxes and transfer costs affect the amount of
weal th received by the heirs.

If the fanning operation is continued on

by the deceased's heirs, then estate taxes may have a substantial impact
on the firm.

The cash demands at the time of the owner's death may

compete with both the long-term and sho rt-t erm capital needs of the
firm.

For example, funds set aside for maintenance or expansion may be

shifted to pay the tax debt.

Furthermore, if assets su ch as fann
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machinery or real estate must be sold to meet the tax liability, then
the farm's ability to function as a viable economic unit may be
hampered.

For instance, a livestock breeder may underutilize the

ranch's existing facilities if he is forced to liquidate part of his
herd in order to fulfill an estate tax obligation.
In addition to the effects that estate taxes have on the farm firm
at the time of the owner's death, estate taxes may influence certain
decisions that the farm operator makes with regards to the type assets
he holds, the financial structure of the firm and how resources are
employed.

If one of the farmer's objectives include transferring the

maximum amount of his estate to his heirs, then he may find it
beneficial t o take the steps necessary to qualify for special tax
provisions which can reduce his potential tax liability.
since there are

certai~

For ex.ample,

tax advantages associated with qualifying

farmland as opposed to other business assets, a farmer may choose to own
more farmland than he would if such an incentive did not exist.

Because

this same advantage also applies to farmland whi ch was purchased with
debt, a farmer might also be influenced to leverage his position in
order to enjoy the benefits accr uing to both the debt and equity
portions of the land.

Finally, the specifications for eligibility of

certain tax provisions relate to a firm's business activities in a
period both before and after the owner's death and as such may affect
the use of resources during the specified period.
Again, a more thorough discussion of these special tax provisions
may be found in the following chapter but at this point one may envision
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how a potential tax liability may influence a farmer ' s decisions if he
can make adjustments to reduce the tax liability.
below illust rates the preceding discussion.

The simple diagram

In essence, estate tax

provisions work through the estate--depending upon its particular
characteristics--to arrive at the potential tax liability.

The

potential tax liability in turn may have a feedback effect on the farmer
inducing him to modify certain estate characteristics in order to reduce
the potential tax liability.

ESTATE TAX PROVISIONS

FARM ESTATE

Characteri~~ ~ !POTENTIAL TAX LIABILITY 1
Farmer's decisions

I

Feedback

Earnings vs . Capital Gains in Agriculture
The returns to a farming enterprise occur both as net farm income
and asset appreciation, particularly in the case of farm real estate.
In terms of the value of resources committed, farmers seem to be willing
to accept relatively depressed incomes compared to their nonfarm
counterparts .

This situation exists because one form of compensation

accrues as significant increases in net worth .
As Melichar (21) has suggested, it is useful to view farm real
estate as a growth stock in which the major portion of return comes in
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the form of appreciation or real capital gains with a smaller porti on
taking the form of net farm income.

For example, according to a survey

(16) conducted at Iowa State University on the returns to farmland in
1980, the annual return on investment from farmland based on earnings
amounted to 3 . 14 percent while the market value of land increased 10 . 6
percent for the same year.

Thus, during this period, appreciation

accounted for nearly two-thirds of the total return to farm real estate
with income contributing only a little more than one-third.

Considering

that farmland comprises a larg e portion of the value of total asset s on
many farms, such an inc rease in market value can have an appreciable
effect on the farmer's net worth position.

Thus, it is apparent that

appreciation acts as an important subsidy to the income or earnings
associated with agricultural assets .

Finally, this appreciation takes

the form of increases in net worth until the assets are liquidated and
the gains are realized .
One way a farmer may want to monetize the value of gains in net
worth is by disposing of the appreciated assets and facing the resulting
capital gains tax .

Alternatively, he may wish to transfer these gains

to others, such as his descendents, and as such will face costs imposed
by the gift and estate tax legislation.

The dramatic increases in land

prices exhibited throughout the 1970s, coupled with the trend towards
fewer and larger farms, have caused many farm estates to reach sizeable
proportions in terms of net worth.

For example, summary data (17) for

the values of Iowa farmland for the past decade reveal that the price
for the weighted average for all grades of farmland rose from $419 per
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acre in 1970 to $1,958 per acre in 1979 r epresen ting a 367 percent
increase over this nine-year period.

In t e rms of net worth, the equity

for the ave rage Iowa farm rose from $381,723 in 1977 to $611,900 in 1981
representing just over a 60 percent increase during this five - year
period (31) .

Accordingly, gift and estate taxes have become a major

issue to many farmers who have accepterl modest earnings on their assets
in exchange for increases in wealth which they wish to transfer to their
descendents.
Estate Taxes--A Historical Perspective
The present form of the federal es tate tax system began in 1916 .
In terms of total federal tax revenue, estate taxes contribute less
than five per cent of t otal t ax receipts (1).

They were es tablished not

for their reve nue generating capacity but rather as a n instruirent for
carrying out social preference.

The actual purpose of es tate taxes has

its OX>ral and philosophical beginnings in the Puritan work ethic and
fundamentals of democracy.

Namely, the general view was that people

should not be rewarded with unearned wealth and that people should be
given somewhat equal opportunities at birth.

Accordingly, the taxes

were directed primarily at large fortunes and did not preclude modest
transfers.
Up until 1932, the federal tax rates were quite lenient imposing no
significant burden even on moderately large estates with the upper rate
being only around ten percent.

Afterwards the rates were increased and

in 1954 a maximum rate of 77 percent was set for taxable estates in
excess of $10,000,000.

In 1976, however, there was a reverse in this
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trend as the estate tax elements of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 had the
general effect of lowering estate tax liabilities.

For example, the

maximum tax rate was set at 70 percent for estates over $5 ,000 ,000 and a
more generous tax credit replaced the existing exenption .
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 also contained special tax provisions
which applied specifically to farm estates.

By this time, farm firms

had reached sizeable proportions in terms of net worth (due to the
increases in land prices mentioned earlier) and they were generally
characterized by low liquidity.

Therefore, estate taxes posed a

potential hardship in operating a farm enterprise which was undergoing
an estate transfer.

Accordingly, the speci al tax provisions were

designed to lighten the estate tax burden of qualifying farms in order
to reduce the problems associated with perpetuating the farm unit beyond
the death of the owner operator .
The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 strengthens the trend
established by the 1976 legislation.

Again, tax rates were lowered with

a maximum rate of 50 percent to be phased in by 1985 and the tax credit
is to be increased over a six-year period.

Furthermore, the

specifications set forth in the 1976 act, for the special provisions
regarding agriculture, were liberalized, resulting in higher potential
reductions for qualifying estates.
Objectives
The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 is a major piece of
legislation which will undoubtedly have a substantial impact on the
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agricultural sector .

With regards to intergenerational transfers of

property, this act in general will result in a lower tax liability for
farm estates than the previous law.

This paper will deal with

quantifying the resulting differences between liabilities incurred under
the pre-1981 versus the post-1981 law for selected farm scenarios.
Furthermore, certain implications regarding the effects that these tax
changes will have on farm structure will be drawn.

More specifically,

the objectives of this paper are as follows:
1.

Review selected tax provisions in the new law, using the
pre-existing l aw as a base for comparison, and develop
hypotheses regarding their possible impact on different farm
firms.

2.

Show the effect that certain estate characteristics--namely
size, asset composition, and financial structure--have on the
potential estate tax liability and develop these factors into a
conceptual framework to use as an analytical tool.

3.

Quantify and compare the tax consequences resulting under the
pre-1981 and post-1981 law for different farm firms.
Measure the resulting estate transfer costs in terms of several
meaningful response variables which will enhance interpretation
of the results.

5.

Using theoretical concepts developed in previous studies, draw
inferences from the results of the analysis regarding the
possible effects that the new law will have on the structure of
agriculture.
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Literature Review
Estate taxes provide pecuniary incentives for effective estate
planning.

The fundamentals of farm estate planning may be found in

Harl (14), Looney (18), and Suter (28).

Harl emphasizes the importance

of explicitly identifying objectives and offers various estate planning
tools for obtaining these objectives .

Assuming the objective of

maximizing the value of property passed to heirs, Reinders, et al . ( 23),
took a mathematical approach to an estate planning tool by determining
the optimal marital deduct!vn using a linear programming !IX)del.
Boehlje, et al. (5), conducted a survey of probate records t hat revealed
which estate planning methods were being used in Iowa and the
characterist ics of those who used them.
Numerous stu dies have been directed at determining the impact of
estate taxes on the fa rm sector .

In the early 1970s, Woods' (34) study

showed the increasing importance of estate taxes resulting from
substantial appreciation of farm estates, contrary to a previous finding
by Hady (12), based on 1961 data, that estate taxes were not substa ntial
enough to present a major problem to typical farm estate transfers .
Uchtmann (30) compared the estate taxation of agricultural property in
the United States to the corresponding systems in several European
countries and found that in comparative terms, the U.S. farmer was not
faced with an excessive tax burden.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 invoked a series of publications
concerning the effect of estate taxes on agriculture, primarily because
of the controversial use valuation provision initiated in this act .
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Discussions pertaining to the problems associated with use valuation may
be found in Looney (19), and Matthews and Stock (20) .

Boehlje and

Harl (6) calculated the potential benefits from use valuation for
various investors in qualified farmland on a per acre basis and
translated thes e benefits in t o a bid premium.
Using an intergenerational transfer simulation model, Roush (24)
compared tax consequences of estate settlements under the pre-1976 and
post-1976 law for alt ernative will strategies.

The recent changes in

the es tate tax law create the need for a similar before-after type
approach in order to quantify the impact of the Economic Recovery Tax
Act of 1981.

Also using an estate transfer model, Boehlje (2) examined

the financial consequences resulting from estate transfers for farms
with different size, asset composition, financial structure and tenure
characteristics.

Using the results of this analysis, he then made

inferences concerning the effect that estate tax provisions have on the
structure of agriculture.

This study follows a method similar to that

used by Boehlje; however, tbe changes in the tax law resulting from the
1981 tax act are integrated into the analysis.

Sisson (27) suggests

that the special estate tax provisions will have significant impact on
the structure of agriculture for aspects such as real estate prices and
resource allocation.

The quantitative results in this study will

provide a basis for extending Sisson's arguments to account for the
changes in the use valuation pr ovision promulgated in the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
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CHAPTER II.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Estate taxes affect farm firms differently depending on the
unique characteristics of the farm estate.

This chapter will focus on

the relationship between selected estate tax provisions and farm
characteristics.

In order to analyze this relationship, a conceptual

framework is developed out of estate characteristics which either
directly or indirectly influence the potential tax liability.
Since the purpose of this paper is to analyze the potential impact
of the changes made in the Economic Recovery Tax Act, the provisions in
effect prior to the new law are reviewed first for comparative purposes.
This revi ew combined with a description of changes brought on by the new
law form an institutional framework which will facilitate the
comparative analysis used in this study .

Such an approach is valuable

because it gives insight into evaluating the new tax law relative to the
pre-existing legislation.

In addition, given that some effects of the

old law have been identif i ed, using the old law as a base of comparison.
will aide in making projections about possible consequences of the new
law.

Following the discussion of the institutional framework, the

conceptual framework is developed and then used to draw hypotheses
concerning the potential impact of the new law on different farms .
Selected Estate Tax Provisions--Institutional Framework
The last major piece of legislati on concerning estate and gift
taxes prior to 1981 was the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

In this act,
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policy makers set new tax rates and initiated new provisions such as the
unified tax credit and special use valuation of farmland .

The Economic

Recovery Tax Act of 1981 has brought dramatic changes in the federal tax
law, surpassing the 1976 legislation.

With respect to estate tax, in

general the bill makes the existing provisions more liberal and reduces
the effective tax rate.

This section contains an overview of selected

tax provisions in the 1976 legislation along with the modifications
resulting from the new law which will undoubt edly have some--and in some
instances--significant impacr on the intergenerational transfer of farm
property.
Unified Tax Rate Schedule
Prior to 1976, ther e were separate tax rates applied to gift and
estate taxes, with the gift tax being 75 percent of the estate tax
rate.

It was argued that this preferential treatment for gifting

encouraged lifetim e transfers of wealth and as such was more beneficial
to the wealthy who could more easily afford to make gifts (1).
Therefore, in 1976, legislators combined the gi ft and estate tax
schedules into a unified tax schedule.

Under this system, which also

applied under the current law, gif ts in excess of the allowable
deduction are taxed at the same rate as the taxable estate.

Table 2. 1

shows the unified tax rate sc hedule put into effect by the 1976
legislation where the maximum tax rate was set at 70 percent for taxable
estates of $5, 000,000 and over.
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Table 2.1.

Federal estate and gift tax rate schedule under 1976 lawa

Tentative Tax Base
From
To
TI)
TI)
$

0

$

10,000

Tax on Amount
in Column (1)
( 3)
$

Tax Rate (%) on excess
of amount in Column (1)
(4)

0

18

10,000

20,000

1,800

20

20 , 000

40,000

3,800

22

40,000

60,000

8,200

24

60,000

80,000

13,000

26

80,000

100,000

18,200

28

100,000

150,000

23,800

30

150,000

250,000

38,800

32

250 , 000

500,000

70,800

34

500 , 000

750,000

155, 800

37

750,000

1,000,000

248 , 300

39

1,000,000

1,250,000

345,800

41

1,250,000

1,500,000

448,300

43

1,500,000

2,000,000

555,800

45

2 , 000,000

2,500,000

780 ,800

49

2,500,000

3,000,000

1,025,800

53

3,000,000

3,500,000

1,290,000

57

3,500,000

4,000,000

1,575,800

61

4,000,000

4,500,000

1,880,800

65

4,500,000

5,000,000

2,205,800

69

5, 000 ,000

***

2,550,800

70

a source:

Internal Revenue Code, Section 2001 (15) .
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The 1981 legislation calls for four yearly decreases in the tax
rates above the 50 percent level.

In 1982, the top rate of 70 percent

is reduced to 65 percent, in 1983 it will be 60 percent, in 1984 it will
be SS percent and finall y , by 1985, the top tax rate will be 50 percent .
In 1985, this top rate of 50 percent will apply to taxable estates in
excess of $2,500,000.
50 percent level .

There is no change in the tax rates below the

Table 2.2 shows the tax rate schedule which will be

in effect in 1987.
Unified Tax Credit
Another new component of the 1976 act was the unified tax credi t
which replaced the previous gift and estate tax exemp tion.

A tax

credit is subtracted from the calculated tax obligation whereas an
exemption is deducted f rom the adjusted gross estate in arriving at the
taxable estate .

As set out in the Internal Revenue Code (15), the

unified tax credit could be used to offset gift tax liabilities incu rred
during life or estate taxes on property transferred at death.

In 1977,

the tax credit was set at $30,000 which was equivalent to a $120,677
exemption and thus was substantially m:>re generous than the $60,000
exemption that it replaced.

The act provided for an increase in this

credit each year to reach a maximum level of $47,000 by the year 1981,
which was equivalent to a $175,625 exemption.

As specified by the new

law, the unified credit will increase beyond the $47,000 level over a
six- year period commencing in 1982.

The schedule of increases and the

corresponding exemption equivalents are shown in Table 2.3.

By 1987,
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Table 2. 2.

Federal estate and gift tax rate schedule under the 1981 law
by t he year 1985a

Tentati ve Tax Base
From
To
(f)
~
0

$

$

10 , 000

Tax on Amount
in Column (1)
(3)
$

Tax Rate (%) on excess
of a mount in Column (1)
( 4)

0

18

10,000

20 , 000

1,800

20

20 , 000

40 , 000

3,800

22

40 , 000

60,000

8, 200

24

60 , 000

80,000

13,000

26

80 , 000

100,000

18,200

28

100,000

150 , 000

23 , 800

30

150,000

250,000

38 ,800

32

250 , 000

500 , 000

70,800

34

500,000

750,000

155,800

37

750 , 000

1,000,000

248 , 300

39

1,000,000

1,250,000

345 , 800

41

1,250 , 000

1,500,000

448 , 300

43

1,500 , 000

2,000,000

555 , 800

45

2,000,000

2,500,000

780,800

49

2 , 500 , 000

***

1,025,000

50

8

Source:

Economi c Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (R.R. 4242) (11) .
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Table 2. 3.

Schedule of increases in the unified tax credit and
corresponding exemption equivalents designated in the 1981
l egislationa

Year

Unified Credit

Equivalent Exemption

1982

$ 62,800

$225,000

1983

79,300

275,000

1984

96,300

325,000

1985

121,800

400,000

1986

155,800

500 , 000

1987

192,800

600,000

a source:

Economic Recovery Tax Act Bill of 1981 (H. R. 4242) (11) .
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the unified tax credit will offset all the federal tax for taxable
estates of $600,000 or less, thereby eliminating the tax rates between
18 and 37 percent.
Marital Deduction
The marital deduction is the amount of property which may pass tax
free from the deceased to the spouse.

This property must pass

without reservation (13) and its value is subtracted from the adjusted
gross estate to arrive at th e taxable estate figure .

Prior to the 1981

legislation, this amount was limited to the greater of $2.50,000 or
SO percent of the adjusted gross estate.
Under the 1981 legislation, the marital deduction is now set at an
unconstraini ng level of 100 percent ( 11).

Effectively, this

modification allows for unlimited transfer of property between spouses,
tax free .

For example, under the present law, a husband can pass all of

his property outright to his wife using the marital deduction and there
will be no federal tax due at his death; of course, this property will
be taxed subsequently at the wife ' s death.
Gift Tax Exclusion
The gift tax exclusion, as outlined by Harl ( 13), allows a certain
amount of present interests in property to pass during life without
invoking a federal gift tax liability.

Prior to 1981 , the annual gift

tax exclusion was $3,000 per recipient .

If both spouses consented to

the gift, then up to $6,000 per recipient per year could be transferred
tax free, even if only one spouse owned the gift property.

Thus , a
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husband and wife with four children could give up to $24,000 to their
children each year without incurring a federal gift tax liability .

The

1981 tax act increased the annual gift tax exclusion to $10,000 per
recipient per year (13).

Thus, a husband and wife can give up to

$20,000 per recipient annually without incurring a federal tax
liability.

In addition, there is now unlimited tax-free gifting between

spouses corresponding to the 100 percent marital deduction.
Special Use Valuation
With respect to the farming sector, the use valuation provision
enacted in the 1976 legislation was perhaps the most significant and
complicated aspect of the estate tax changes.

This provision enabled

qualified farmland to be valued at a "use value" instead of the fair
market value in calculating the gross estate for tax purposes.

The

special use provision came largely in response to the farm sector's
argument that the land's productivity value should be used in assessing
estate taxes rather than the market value which was greater due to
escalating real estate prices.

The legislative intent behind the

provision was to "reduce the frequency of forced sales of farmland to
pay estate taxes" (29), thereby facilitating the transfer of an ongoing
farm business.

An upper limit was specified such that the value of the

adjusted gross estate could not be reduced by more than $500,000 .

Under

the 1981 act, the maximum limit on reduction was increased over a
three-year period:

the limit was set at $600 ,000 for 1981, $700,000 for

1982, and $750,000 for 1983 and thereafter (11).
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In order to insure chat the tax relief from this provision was
available only to those which the legislat ors intended, the code
con tained a barr age of both pre- and post-death requirements
specifically designoo to disqualify those to whom the relief was not
targeted .

In brief, an outline of the requirements is given below,

along with the several rule changes instigatoo in the 1981 act .
Pre-death Requirements.
1.

As specifi ed in t h e Internal Revenue Code, Section 2032A( b),
the adjusted valu e of the farm real or personal property must
constitute 50 percent of the adju sted value of the gross
estate.

As used here, the term "gross estate" refers to a net

worth figure or th e value gross estate minus the unpaid
i ndebtedness associatai to the proper t y ( 15).

This farm real

or personal property must be used in its qualified use on the
date of the individual's death and pass to a qualifioo heir or
heirs by inheritance Clld not by purchase ( 13).

A qualified

heir is defined in S2032A(e)(l) as "a member of the decease.i 's
f anily who acquired such property from the deceased."

The term

"family member" includes the deceased's spouse, lineal
descendents, parents, grandparents, and runts or uncles of the
deceased and their descend en ts ( 15).
The 1981 law redefines "family member" to include an
individual's spouse, parents, siblings, chil dren, stepchildren,
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ood spouses and lineal descendents of these individuals (11) .
In addition, a qualified heir may now purchase the qualified
property without losing eligibility for use valuation (13).
2.

As specified in§ 2032A(b)(l)(B), at least 25 percent of the

adjusted value of the gross estate must consist of qualified
farm real property that was passed to a qualified heir.
3.

During five or more years during the eight-year period ending
at the individual's death, the real property must be "owned by
the descendent or

:.i.

member of the descendent's family and used

for a qualified use," and, furthermore, the descendent or a
member of his family must materially participate in the farm
op er at ion during this time period ( 15).

A cash rent 1 ease to a

non-f anily member was not sufficient to meet the material
participation requirement.

Instead, a crop-share lease was the

minimum arrangement allowed ( 13).
The material participation requirement is rel axed in the
1981 act so that it is now permissible for a qualified heir who
is the surviving spouse of the deceased, has not attained the
age of 21, is disabled or is a student, to be involved in
"active management" to satisfy the requirement (15) .

Active

management refers to such activities as deciding what to plant,
inspecting growing crops and c hoosing where and when to market
the harvested crop ( 13).
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Post-Death Requirements.

The post-death requirements of the use

value provision pertain to the fifteen-year period (ten-year period
under the 1981 law) following the individual's death.

Failure to meet

these requirements triggers a recapture of tax which was secured by a
special tax lien.

Recapture occurs if one of the following has come

about:

1.

If the property is disposed of within the fifteen-year period

to someone other than a qualified heir ( 15) .

Full recapture

was instigated dur lng the first ten years with a phase-out
period over the last five years (15).

Under the new law, the

five-year phase-out period is eliminated, leaving a total
rec apture period extending ten years after the individual's
death ( 11).
2.

Under the 1976 legislation, replacement of property by a
qualified heir using a tax-free exchange for income tax
purposes resulted in recap tur e; however, such a tr ans act ion
does not trigger recapture under the new law ( 13).

3.

If the property is not anployed in its qualified use as set

forth in§ 2032A(c)(7), lack of material participation for
three or more years during any eight-year period after the
individual's death invoked recapture ( 15).

The new law creates

a two-year grace period directly following the individual's
death where recapture will not occur if the qualified use
begins within two years after the individual ' s death ( 15).
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Recapture does not occur if the property goes through involuntary
conver sion and the proceeds are used to purchase real estate to be used
for the same purpose ( 15).

Also, the death of a qualified heir negates

the possibility of recapture on that heir's portion of property.
If the recapture does occur , the resulting liability is the lesser
of a) the actual reduction in federal estate tax brought on by the use
of the special use valuation, or b) tht! difference between the use value
and the fair market value of the property if disposition occurroo other
than by sale (2) .

Thus, t!1 e most that the heirs would be liable for is

the tax savings r esulting from use valuation.

Since there is no

interest due on this anount, use valuation can lead to a tax savings
even if recapture did occur because of the beneficial. effect of
deferring the tax liability without an interest charge (2) .

Finally,

the special tax lien is valid until the possibility of recapture is
gone .
Methods of Valuation.

Within the provision, two methods are

designated by which qualified farmland can be valued.

First, the value

of the cash rentl minus the property taxes is cap it al ized by the
appropriate Federal Land Bank interest rate ( 15).

The code calls for

the use of "the average annual gross cash rental on comparable land used
for farming purposes and located in the locality of such farm" and "the
average annual effective interest rate for all new Federal Land Bank
loans" ( 15).
lunder the 1981 law, if cash rent data ar e not available, then a
net share rental value may be substituted for cash ren t data.
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Alternatively, if the suitable cash rent data are not available or
if the executor opts not to use the rent capitalization method, then a
complex "five- factor formula" can be used to calculate use value .

The

components of this formula are outlined in § 2032(e)(8) as follows:
A.

The capitalization of income which property can be expected to
yield for farming or closely held business purposes over a
reasonable period of time under prudent management using
traditional c ropping patterns for the area, taking into account
soil capacity, t er;: din configuration, and similar factors ,

B.

The capit a li za tion of the fair rental value of the land for
farmland or closely held business purposes,

c.

Assessed land values in a state which provides a differential
or use value assessment law for farmland or closely held
business purposes,

D.

Comparable sales of other farms or closely held business land
in the same geographical area far enough removed from a
metropolitan or resort area so that nonagricultural use is not
a significant factor in the sales price, and

E.

Any other factor which fairly values the farm or closely held
business value of the property.

These factors are then combined into a single value estimate .
A more thorough discussion of the use value provision may be found
in "Proceedings of Symposium on Farm Esta te Issues Raised by the Tax
Reform Act of 1976" (32) and a review of the Economc Recovery Tax Act by
Harl ( 13).
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Installment Payment of Tax
The installment payment provision is designed to help alleviate
some of the cash flow problems often associated with settling an
estate, at which time funds are needed to pay the federal and state tax
liability and various legal fees.

In essence, the installment payment

of tax offers a source of liquidity by enabling participants to defer
the payment of the federal tax liability over a fifteen-year period .
The payback schedule is constructed so that only interest is due
during the first five yea... s following the individual's death, with the
repayment of principal and interest on unpaid principal beginning at
that time and extending in equal installments for up to ten years ( 15).
An interest rate of four percent is charged on the first $345,800 of

federal estat e tax (minus the unified credit) attributable to the
closely held busin ess; this amount of tax corresponds to a taxable
estate of $1,000,000 (15).

For tax in excess of this figure, the

interest rate applicabl e to unpaid income tax: is used (2).
To be eligible for this provision under the 1976 legislation, the
closely held business had to exceed 65 percent of the adjusted gross
estate (as valued for federal tax purposes); furthermore, if one-third
of the closely held business was "distributed, sold, exchanged or
otherwise disposed of " or withdrawn from the business, the remaining
installments becane due ( 15).
the 1981 act.

These two requirements are liberalized in

First, the "65 percent rule" is lowered so that

presently, the closely held business need only exceed 35 percent of the
value of the adjusted gross estate (11).

Secondly, now 50 percent or
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more of the business must be disposed of to terminate installment
reporting (11).
Factors Influencing the Potential Tax Liability-Conceptual Framework
As seen in the previous section, estate tax laws are intentionally
designed to have a differential impact on various estate types as
distinguished by their particular characteristics.

For example, the

progressive tax rate schedule is delineated by estate size and the
special use value provision is directed at closely held family farms.
Due to the actual mechanics of these laws, the size, asset mix,
financial structure, and eligibility for special tax provisions
of farm estates can have a significant effect on the tax liability,
whether the outcome was intended or not.

In this section, the elenEnts

of the conceptual framework--size, asset mix, financial structure, and
eligibility for special tax provisions--are developed by examining the
relationship between these factors and the potential tax liability .
Size
The size of the farm estate directly and indirectly influences the
potential tax liability.

First, the graduated tax schedule is

designed so that as estate size increases the marginal tax rate also
increases.

For example, under the 1976 law, the tentative tax due on a

taxable estate of up to $175,625 could be completely offset by the
$47,000 unified tax credit.

On the other hand, a tax of $2,503,800
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would have been due on a $5,000,000 taxable estate after using the
entire tax credit.
Secondly, the farm size influences the tax liability due to the
specifications of the use value and installment payment provisions.

As

mentioned earlier, the maximum estate reduction allowable under the 1976
legislation was $500,000 and this upper bound could effectively limit
the tax savings accruing to a large estate.

With respect to the

installment provision, the preferential four percent interest rate on
deferred taxes is appli cable to taxable estates of $1,000,000 or less
and the rate increases to that charged on unpaid incone tax for amounts
in excess of this figure.
Of greater importance, however, are Boehlje 's findings in "The
Impact of Selected Income and Estate Tax Provisions on the Structure of
Agriculture" regarding the value--in terms of potential tax savings-that use valuation and installment have for different size farms.

The

study included a comparison of estate tax consequences under the 1976
law for various farms, located in eight different regions of the United
States, ranging in size from an initial net worth of $707,909 to
$1,497,493, assuming estate settlements for the immediate deaths of both
spouses.

The results revealed that in absolute terms, the tax savings

from qualification of use valuation and installment payrent of tax
greater for farms with the larges t net worth (2).

~re

For example, the tax

savings resulting from qualification of both provisions amounted to
$69,121 for the farm with an initial net worth of $707,909, whereas the
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same qualification resulted in a savings of $175,673 for the $1,497,493
size farm.
Furthermore, when the benefits of qualifying for the special
prov is ions were measured in terms of the percent of the parents'
property received by heirs after all the taxes and trans£ er costs bad
been deducted, it was found that the provision dranatically increased
this percentage for the larger estates, more so than for the smaller
estates.

For example, qualification for both provisions resulted in a

10 percent increase in the po:::rcent of parents' property received by
heirs for the $707 ,909 size farm and a 19 percent increase for the
$1,497 ,434 size estate (2).

Thus, from these findings, it was concluded

that these tax provisions act to offset the progressive nature of the
tax schedule for farms in this size range.

When the sane analysis was

extended to a farm with an initial net worth of $1,000,000, that was
then doubled and tripled in size, the absolute magnitude of the tax
savings increased but its proportion of the total tax liability
declined with increasing farm size due to the upper bounds on the
provisions mentioned above.
Asset Mix
The asset composition of the farming enterprise can also affect the
tax liability as well as other costs associated with the intergenerational transfer of property.

A farm type of which qualified

farmland constitutes a large percentage of the total estate value can
receive more tax savings from use valuation than a farm of comparable
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size but with a smaller percentage of land to total assets.

For

example, consider two farm enterprises each with a net worth of
$1,000,000 but in one operation, qualified farmland is worth $800,000
and in the other, all farm! and is rented.

If the farm! and had a use

value of $400 ,000, the resulting tax savings from use valuation could
anount to approximately $163 ,000 (using the 1981 tax schedule) whereas
no such reduction would be available to the land-renting operation.
However, in considering the transfer costs involved in settling the
estate, it should be rec og n fa ed that having a large percent of the farm
value in a relatively l e ss 1 iquid asset such as real est ate could result
in significant liquidity losses if land had to be sold to pay an estate
tax liability.
Percent Equity
To a certain degree, the financial structure of the farm firm ( in
terms of the ratio of owner's equity to the value of total assets,
debt included) can influence the potential tax liability .

This is

because tax savings from use valuation accrue to the owner's equity
capital as well as the debt capital invested in qualified farmland .

For

purposes of calculating the estate tax liability, the reduction in the
value of the gross estate brought on by use valuation is the same
whether there is debt attached to the land or not.

Since this reduction

in the gross estate is eventually translated into a tax saving, in some

instances tax benefits arise from the use of financial leverage.
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Boehlje's study (2) included a comparison between two farms each
with an initial net worth of $1,000,000 but one with 100 percent owner
equity (no debt) and the other with twice the assets but only 50 percent
equity.

When neither estate qualified for use valuation, the

consequences were practically the same, only a slight difference
originated from the higher transfer costs associated. with the 1 arger
gross estate of the leveraged farm.

However, when a farm qualified for

use valuation, the 100 percent equity farm received a tax savings of
$143,892, or a 50 percent savings, compared to a $210,732, or
79 percent, tax savings for the leveraged farm.
In addition, it should be noted that due to debt servicing
requirements, a firm which employs debt funds must be more concerned
with cash flow than one which has 100 percent equity.

As such, the

increased demand for cash funds during an estate settlement may place a
particular burden on leveraged firms and may result in increased
liquidity losses.

Thus, th e positive effect of leverage brought on by

use valuation may partially be offset by the adverse effect that
leverage has with respect to cash flows during the intergenerational
transfer of property.
Eligibility for Special Tax Provisions
Due to the eligibilty requirements specified in the special use
valuation and installment payment of tax provisions, the qualifying
characteristics of an estate can significantly influence the tax
liability.

Qualification for use valuation is limited to estates which
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could be characterized as closely held family farms because of the
requirements that the property must pass to a f anily member who
continues to farm for fifteen years after the property transfers.

The

installment provision specifically states that the estate must be
comprised of a "closely held business."

Since qualification for either

of these provisions can result in substantial tax savings, the
distinguishing characteristics of an estate can impact the potential tax
liability.
Hypotheses
The similarities in the 1981 tax legislation and the pre-existing
tax law sugg est that Boehlje's (2) findings, pertaining to the
differential impact of federal estate tax on various farm estates, will
persist under the new tax law.

Furthermore, modifications in the

Internal Revenue Code as amended by the Economic Recovery Tax Act, are
expected to exaggerate the effects of the tax law identified in
Boehlje's study (2) as well as reduce the cost of transferring most
estates.

Specifically, the following consequences are expected to

occur:
1.

The increase in the unified tax credit will substantially
reduce the tax liabilities for all estates while increasing the
size of an estate which may be passed tax free.

2.

The use valuation provision will be relatively more valuable to
larger estates.

In addition, the increase in the use valuation

limit will increase the potential tax savings to the larger
farms while providing no benefit to the smaller estates.
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3.

The decrease in the upper marginal tax rate will reduce th e
progressiven ess of the federal estate tax for large estat es.

4.

Farm estates with a greater percent of land to total assets
will incur less tax liability if they qualify for use valuation
than an estate of comparable size but with less acreage .
However, one may also expect a farm with a high 1 and/ asset
ratio to incur greater liquidity losses in an estate
settlement.

S.

Farms using more

d c~ i..

will incur less tax liability than an

es t ate with a c omparable net worth but less debt, assuming b oth
estates have the same proportion of land to gross assets and
both qualify for use valuation.
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CHAPTER III.

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study i s to analyze the impact of the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 on farm estates undergoing an
int ergenerat i onal transfer.

The analysis involves a two-way comparis on .

First, the economic and financial consequences under the 1981
legislation are compared for farms with various estate characteristics .
To exan i ne this issue, the approach used parallels that employed by
Boehlje in a USDA CARD report entitled, "Analysis of the Implications of
Selected Income and Estate Tax Provisions on the Structure of
Agriculture" (2).

Secondly, the tax consequences resulting under the

pr e-1981 tax 1 aw are compared to those occurring under the new 1 aw.
In Boehlje's study, analysis was mooe of the impact of selected
estate and income tax provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, in terms
of variables such as after-tax income, firm growth and estate transfer
costs, for firms of different size, asset composition, financial
structure and tenure characteristics.

Eig ht USDA "typical farms" were

selected for the analysis based on geographic location and commodity
specialization.

In addition, Boehlje developed alternative scenarios

with different financial structures, tenure arrangements, sizes and
asset compositions to broaden the base of comparison.

For the analysis

pertaining to estate taxes, the Iowa State Computer Assisted Estate and
Business Planning model was used to determine the financial consequences
for the intergenerational transfer of the various farm scenarios.
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The Iowa State Computer Assisted Estate and Business Planning
model, revised to account for changes in the tax: 1 aw brought about by
the 1981 leg islation, will also be used in this study to simulate the
economic outcome for selected farm estate settlements.

However, the

procedure applied here differs somewhat from Boehlj e's approach .

In

this study, the farm situations to be analyzed are not restricted to
USDA typical farms, rather; the range of observation is broadened to
include some of the 1 arge and small farms which exist in the
agricultural sector.

A spec.i. rum of farm scenarios is synthesized

explicitly to widen the analytical perspective.

While these scenarios

are contrived and thus more abstract than typical farms, they are
designed as such to facilitate a systematic approach to the desired
analysis.
Analytical Franework
The procedure used to analyze the impact of the 1981 tax act is
designed to answer the following quest ions.

Quantifying the results

to these quest ions will provide the bas is for either conf inning or
rejecting the hypotheses set forth in the previous chapter.

1.

What is the differential tax consequence for estates with
unlike characteristics?

How do the results change when the

estates qualify for the use valuation and installment payment
of tax prov is ions?
2.

What is the difference in the tax consequence between an estate
probated after instigation of the new law as compared to the
pre-existing 1 aw?
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3.

Does any differential identified in (1) remain constant between
the old versus the new law; in other words, does the
differential impact of estate taxes on farms with unlike
characteristics become more or less pronounced under the 1981
tax law?

To answer the first question, the conceptual framework developed in
the previous chapter is used to model a series of alternative farm
scenarios which are expected to yield quite different results .

The

procedure involves selecting a base scenario-which can be d escribed as
a typical Iowa farm--and modifying the original situation to obtain
three groups of variations, namely, size, asset mix, and financial
structure (p ercent equity).

These groups are elements of the conceptual

franework and have been identified as estate characteristics which are
likely to have the mos c profound effect on the potential tax liability.
In order to isolate the effect of varying a particular paraneter of the
scenario, such as size, all other estate characteristics are held
constant over a particular set of variations, except in the case of
qualification of the special tax prov is ions (cl ass if ied as eligibility
for special tax provisions in the conceptual framework).
case will possible int er act ion between el em en ts of the

Only in this
conceptual

franework be explored.
In order to compare the tax consequences under the old and new law
for various farm situations, the size, asset mix and percent equity
variations described above are run under the original estate planning
model designed for the 1976 act and again under the model as revised for
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the 1981 act.

Not only does this procedur e facilitate a before-after

type analysis, it also provides the information necessary to evaluate
the relative impact of the tax law changes as posed in question (3)
above.

The assumptions underlying the base scenario and scenario

variations are presented in the following sections, preceded by a
summary of the assumptions underlying the estate planning model.
Estate Planning Model
The Iowa State Computer Assisted Estate and Business Planning model
was developed to aid in evaluating alternative estate plans and
property organizations for estates with different characteristics.
Input for the model includes fanily characteristics, asset ownership,
will and/or gifting plans, and the county and state in which the estate
is located.

The model provides the financial consequences resulting

under three death sequences (2):

1) the husband dies immediately and

the wife dies shortly ther eaf ter, 2) the wife dies immediately and the
husband dies shortly thereaft er, and 3) the husband and wife live to
their life expectancy or die in ten years, whichever comes first.
The financial consequences are cal.cul at ed at each spouse's death
and the output includes the g ross estate, executor and legal fees,
aijusted gross estate, marital deduction, federal estate and state
inheritance tax, needs and sources of liquidity, and the division of
property passing on to the heirs.

The executor fees, legal fees and

court costs are assumed to equal the maximum c harg es allowed by Iowa
probate law.
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If there are insufficient funds to pay the settlement costs and tax
liabilities , it is assumed that assets are sold by order of decreasing
liquidity to meet the obligations .

The following liquidity losses

associated with the forced sales are assumed in the model (2):
1) cash - 0 percent, 2) stocks, bonds, securities - 2 percent,
3) household and personal - 6 percent , 4) machinery, livestock,
inventories - 6 percent, 5) business real estate - 15 percent, and
6) personal realty - 15 percent.
For the expected life dcenario , the husband's and wife's estates
are assumed to increas e in value.

The rate of return on all assets is

5 percent and the earnings from these assets (after incane taxes and
family consumption) are reinvested as assets in the same proportions
existing in the initial estate .

An

appreciation rate of 8 percent is

assumed for all real estate.
Basic Farm Scenario
Data from the USDA publication "Economic Indicators of the Farm
Sector :

State Income and Balance Sheet Statistics, 1980" were used to

create the base farm scenario (31).

In particular, the balance sheet

for Iowa was used to obtain information concerning gross farm size,
asset composition, claims and the equity/asset ratio.

For example,

dividing total value of business real estate held by farms in Iowa by
corresponding total farm assets yields a ratio of land to total assets
of 77 percent .

The remaining 23 percent of total assets was

proportioned out among the remaining non-real assets to give each
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category's proportion of this total.

On the balance sheet, non-real

assets included such items as livestock, machinery, crops and household
eq uipment.
The categories of assets listed in the balance sheet were then
gr ouped by asset type for use in the Iowa State Computer Assisted Estate
and Business Planning ioodel.

Asset input for the ioodel is arranged

under one of t he following six categories and classification of the
assets -- which were not business real estate--under the appropriate
headings resulted in the

p~ rcentages

shown in Table 3. 1.

Thus, an asset

such as livestock would be classified under the business personal
heading for inputing purposes .

The percentages of non-real assets shown

are presumed to r ema in constant throughout all derivations.

Except in

the case of the asset mix variations, the proportion of business real
estate total assets is assumed constant at the 75 percent level leaving
the remaining 25 percent to be divided among non-real assets .

The will

plan used for both the hus band and wife in all scenarios is one-half to
spouse in trust, one-half to spouse in fee simple.

A complete

description of the will along with other standardized assumptions is
found in Tab le 3. 2.
Size Variation
In order to quantify the differences in the tax liability and

transfer cos ts associated with estates of different sizes, the size
variable (in terms of net worth) was parameterized keeping the asset mix
and percent equity constant .

Specifically, the sizes analyzed include a
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Table 3. 1.

Percentage breakdown of non-real assets

Six Asset Ca t egories

Percent of Total Nonreal Assets

1.

Business personal

• 72

2.

Non-business real es ta tea

.03

3.

Non-business personal intangible

.02

4.

Non-business personal tangi ble

.02

s.

Cash

.05

6.

Life insuranceb

.16

aThe non-real assets category is defined to include all asse t s
which are not business real estate, thus, non-business real estate is
contained in this group.
bLife insur ance was not separated out on the USDA balance sheet .
The r efore, it was assumed to amount to four percent of total net worth,
shown above as 16 perce nt of 23 percent (the proportion of non-real
assets to tot al net worth), based on findings in an extension s urvey
of estate planning in Iowa ( 5).

III.

II.

I.

Standardized assumptions for farm estates

Functionally, under this plan,

At the death of the surviving spouse, all

Accordingly, the cash

rent data for the use valuation calculations also came from t his property .

value of farmland ($2,000 per acre) was equal to the state average .

The farm was assumed to exist in Dallas county where in 1979 the average fair market

FARM CHARACTERISTICS

no additional tax.

property passes to the children in fee simple and the amount in the life estate receives no

surviving spouse through the marital deduction.

(which) is taxed at the first death) and the remaining portion of the estate passes to the

one-half of the adjusted gross estate passes to the surviving spouse in a life estate

This plan will be used by both the husband and wife.

HALF TO SPOUSE IN TRUST, HALF TO SPOUSE IN FEE SIMPLE

age 42 , health - excelle nt

Daughter:

WILL PLAN:

age 45, health - excellent

age 69, health - good

Wife:

Son:

age 82, health - good

Husband:

FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS

Table 3.2.

V.

IV.

their own life

insurance

policy with

the other spouse as

the

Thus, the face value of the policy is included in the deceased' s estate.

owns

Also, the husband and wife each own the same amount of insurance.

beneficiary.

Each spouse

LIFE INSURANCE

in the estate.

owned in tenancy in common between husband and wife; thus, each spouse has an equal share

To facilitate the analysis, it was assumed that all assets except life insurance were
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net worth of $500,000, $750,000, $1,000,000, $1,500,000, $2,000,000 and
$3,000,000.

In all variations the owner's equity was assumErl to be

100 percent so that the use of debt could not influence the results .
Furthermore, the value of land as a proportion of total assets was set
at 75 percent which is close to the state average.

Table 3.3. shows the

abbreviated balance sheets for each of the six size variations.
Asset Mix Variation
In order to examine the effect that asset composition has on the
response variables, the value of farmland to total assets ratio was
varied holding farm size and owner equity constant.

A farm size of

$1 , 000,000, while larger than the state average, was selected because
tax consequences associated with smaller estates were not substantial
enough to mcik.e useful comparisons .
be 100 percent.

Again, owner's equity was assumErl to

Three scenarios representing a land/asset ratio of

7 5 percent, 50 percent, and 25 percent were analyzed, cor responding to
total acres of 375, 250, and 125, respectively.

The 250 and 125 acre

farms might typify enterprises such as a livestock feeding operation
where the value of land represents a relatively smaller proportion of
total assets, or a crop operation in which some of the farmland is
rented.

The balance sheets corresponding to the three asset mix

variations are shown in Table 3.4.
Percent Equity Variation
Finally, the effect that the use of leverage has on the tax
liability and transfer costs was analyzed by varying the percent of

125,000

Other assets
282

187,500

562,500

750,000

-0-

$750, 000

Size 2

37 5

250,000

750,000

1,000,000

-0-

$1,000,000

Size 3a

563

375,000

1,125 ,0 00

1, 500 ,000

-0-

$1,500,000

Size 4

750

500,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

-0-

$2 , 000 , 000

Size 5

hrn all si t uations above, the value of lanrl to total assets is 7 5 percent.

asize 3 is also used in the type and equity variations.

188

375 , 000

Landb

Number of acres

500,000

-0-

$500, 000

Size 1

1,125

775,000

2 , 225 , 000

3 , 000 000

-0-

$3,000,000

Size 6

Abbreviated balance s hee ts for the six farm scenarios used in the siz e variation

Equity

De bt

Gros s es tate

Table 3. 3 .

~

~
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Table 3 . 4 .

Abbreviated balance sheet s for thr ee farm scenarios used in
the asset mix variation
Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

$1,000 , 000

$1 , 000 ,000

$1 , 000 , 000

-0-

- 0-

-o-

1,000,000

1,000 , 000

1 , 000,000

Land

7 50 , 000

500 ,000

250 ,ooo

Other assets

250 , 000

500,000

7 50 , 000

Number of acres

375

250

125

Land/asset ration

75%

50%

25%

Gr oss
Debt
Equ it y
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owner's equity in the estate while holding farm size and asse t mix
constant .

The owner's equity level (defined as the value of owner's

equity as a percent of the value of total assets) was set at levels of
100, 80, and 60 percent.

The rather restri cted use of debt associated

with these levels ref l ects the financial l y cons ervative behavior of
firms exhibited in the agricultural sector.

For Iowa, the aver age for

this ratio of owner 's equity to total assets is 85. 9 perce nt (31) .
Across the percent equity variations, the value of the initial ne t worth
was held constant at $1,00C,QOO; therefore, as debt utilization was
increased the corresponding gross estate also increased .

It was assun:ed

that the proportion of debt was held constant over all assets, thus, the
percent of owner ' s equity in each asset is the same .

Again, the land to

asset ratio was maintained at the 75 percent level.

Table 3 . 5 shows the

abbreviated bala nce sheets for the three eq uity variations .
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Table 3. 5.

Abbreviated balance sheets for the three farm scenarios used
in the percent equity variations
Equity 1

Equity 2

Equity 3

$1 ,000,000

$1, 250,000

$1 ,666,667

-0-

250,000

666,667

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000 , 000

Landa

750,000

937,500

1,250 , 000

Other assetsa

250,000

312' 500

416 , 667

375

469

625

100%

80%

60%

Gross
Debt
Equity

Number of acres
Equity/total assets ratio

avalue of land and other assets includes debt .
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CHAPTER IV.

NUMERICAL RE SULTS

The financial consequences of estate settlenent for the scenarios
identified in the previous section are first determined according to the
Internal Revenue Code as an ended by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981.

Using the same procedure, the scenarios are then evaluated under

the pre-existing federal estate tax law.

The results are then used in a

comparative analysis between the old and new 1 aw.

The response

variables used to discuss and compare the results und er the different
scenarios are explained below, followed by the cctual results under the
1981 tax law and the comp arative analysis .
Response Variables
In order to compar e the tax consequences for alternative
situations, the total federal tax liability is calculated by summing
the federal tax obligation at each spouse's death.

If the estate

qualifies for installment payment of tax, then the present value of the
deferred tax liability is computed by discounting each total annual
payment (interest plus principal.) in the repayment schedule using a
discount rate of eight percent.

This present value figure is adde:l to

the sum of the tax liabilities incurred at each spouse's death to arrive
at the total federal t ax liability.l

Since the interest rate charged

on amounts of deferred tax in excess of $345,000 (minus the unified
credit) is greater than the discount rate used in the calculations,
1 rn the ten-year projection, the wife's tax liability, incurred
after four years, is added to the husband's tax liability which occurs
at his death, six years after the wife's death.
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use of the installment tax provision in such cases would result in a
negative tax savings.

Therefore, it is assumed that the installm:?nt

provision is utilized only for tax obligations amounting to $345,000
(minus the unified credit) or less, and any tax over this figure is paid
immediately .
Another response variable used to interpret the results is the
total non-estate tax transfer costs calculated separately at the
husband's and wife's death.

This figure includes the executor fees, the

court costs and legal fees associated with settling an estate.

By law,

these costs are calculated as a percentage of the gross estate and,
therefore , increase proportionally with increases io gross estate size .
In addition, the non-estate tax transfer costs (also referred to as
additional transfer costs) include Iowa state inheritance tax.

This

death tax is based on the amount of property that each heir receives and
can be influenced by many factors.

For this reason, the state tax can

complicate interpretation of the results.

How the change in the federal

tax law indirectly influences the state tax liability is not an issue to
be analyzed in this study; therefore, no attempt will be made to explain
possible effects that the new federal tax law may have on the potential
state tax liability.

Rather, the state tax was included in this

analysis to indicate the magnitude of another component of the total
transfer costs, outside of the federal tax liability.

Inheritance tax

rates vary across states, but the rate applied in Iowa, ranging from
5 to 10 percent, is not considered atypical.

Finally, combined with the

settlement costs and the state inheritance tax are any losses brought on
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by the liquidation of assets needed co pay the state and federal tax
liabilities.

Thus, additional transfer costs give an indication of the

financial burden placed on the farm firm during an estate transfer,
beyond the actual federal tax liabil ity .
The percent of the parents' property received by the heirs is
a third response variable; it is calculated by dividing the value of the
fin al property that the heirs receive by the value of the parents'
original estate.

It combines the effect of the total tax liability and

the additional transfer costci by show ing the percentage of the parents '
original estate remain ing for inheritance after all the settlement costs
are paid.

The percent of parents' propert y received by heirs gives an

indication as to the percentage of the firm's assets remaining after the
intergenerational transfer if the heirs continue farming after the
parents' demise.

Such information could be useful in evaluating the

impact that estate transfers could have on the operating efficiency of a
farm unit.

In the ten-year project ion, two percentages are calcul ated

for the percent of parents' property received by heirs.

First, the

value of the parents' property remaining for inheritance is divided by
the value of the estate just prior to the parents' death.

Secondly , the

value of property received by heirs is divided by the value of the
parents' initial estate, before any appreciation occurs.

This latter

percentage is greater than 100 percent fo r all estates analyzed in this
study.
Finally, the tax savings from qualification for use valuation and
installment payment of tax provisions are calculated in terms of the
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dollar savings for each provision as well as the percent reduction in
federal tax which they represent .

These variables are useful in

examining the different financial consequences of special tax provisions
for various farm scenarios and quantifying the provision's actual value
t o each firm.
Financial Consequences under the 1981 Tax Act
Th~

size, asset mix, and percent equity variation scenarios,

evaluated under the new tax law, were examined for alternative tax
treatments.

For each particular scenario, four cases representing the

possible combinations of qualifications for use valuation and
installment reporting of tax are evaluated .

These are 1) eligibility

for neither use valuation nor installment reporting of tax,
2) eligibility for installment payment but not use valuation,
3) eligibility for use valuation but not installment payment, and
4) eligibility for both use valuation and installment payment of tax .
In addition, each scenario includes an immediate death situation and a
ten-year projection situation as defined in the model section of
Chapter III .

The results are grouped under three subheadings--size,

asset mix, and percent equity--according to the variation performed.
Preceding these sections is a discussion of the results of an
illustrative scenario.
Base Scenario Results
Tables 4. 1 through 4.6 summarize the financial consequences of the
six size variations ranging in size from an initial net worth of
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TABLE 4 .1 FINANC IAL CO NSEQUENCES OF ESTATE TAXATI ON UNDER THE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 198 1 FOR rARM S IZE l
QUALi F I ES FOR:
SPEC IAL USE VALUAT ION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
INITIAL NET

~O RT H

ESTATE SETTLEMENT- IMMEDIATE DEATH
HUSBAND' S DEATH :
ADJUS fED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
ADDITIONAL I RANSFER COSTS
WIF E'S D[A IH :
ADJ USTED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
AOnlTIONAL rRANSFE R COSTS
lOl~L r EDERAL fSTATE TAX
PROPE RTY RECE IVED BY HEIRS ($)
PERCENI or PARC NT' S PROPERlY
RECE IVED BY ll EIR S ( %)
TAX SAVINGS FROM QUAL IFI CATIO NS:
DOLLAR AMOUN1 ($)
PERCE NT REDUCTION !%)

NO
NO

NO
YES

YES
NO

YES
YES

500000

500000

500000

500000

2378 11

2378 11

118691

11869 l

13598

13598

12891°1

1289ti

355646
385 39
283 35

355611 6
2770
28773

17 76ti 1

1776ti 1

23665

23665

38539
41 9527

29203
428425

ti63titi 1

ti63ti L11

84

86

93

93

0
0

9336
24

38539
100

385 39
100

3903811

14 1397

lti1 397

26158

198til

1984 1

864062
2 11 33
95 179

25 1567

25 1567

69411

69411

0

ESTATE SE TTLEMENT- l D YEAR PROJECT ION
HU SBAND' S DEAI H:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
390384
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
0
ADD ITIONAL TRANSFER COST S
26 158
WI FE ' S DEArH:
ADJ USTED GROSS ESTATE
864062
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
74109
ADDITIONAL TRAN SFER COSTS
96826

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
74 109
55402
0
0
PROPERTY RECE IVE D BY HEIR S ($) 98 1536 100189 1 10894 39 10894 39
PERCENl OF PARENT' S PROPERTY
RECE IV ED BY HE IRS (%)
84
85
93
93
TAX SAV INGS FROM QU AL IFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
18707
0
7 41 09
741 09
PERCENT REDUCT ION (%)
0
24
100
100
PERCENT OF INITIAL NET WORTH ( %)
96
200
2 18
2 18
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TABLE 4.2 FI NANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF ESlATE TAXATION UNDER THE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT or 1981 FOR rARM S IZE 2
QUALlrlES FOR:
SPECIAL USE VALUATION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
INIT IAL NET WORTH
ESTATE SETTLEMENT-IMMEDIATE DEATH
HUSBAND Is DEA fH;
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL [STATE TAX
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
WI FE'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESTAlE TAX
AOO ITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
TOIAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
PROPERTY REC:E I VEO BY HE I RS ( $)
PERCENT OF PARENT ' S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (%)
TAX SAV INGS FROM QUALIFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
PERCE NT REDUCl ION (%)

NO
YES

YES
NO

YES
YES

750000

750000

750000

750000

35 791 1

357911

179231

179231

22893

22893

18310

18310

531931
93537
44186

531931
6170
45845

268046
11303
39527

2680ll6

93537
589659

70734
610802

11 303
680860

8766
683293

79

81

91

91

0
0

22803
24

82234
88

84771
91

217372

217372

306211

30624

599720

599720

124882

124882

NO
NO

0

0

ESTATE SETTLEMENT-10 YEAR PROJECTION
HUSBAND'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
598598 598598
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
0
0
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
48214
482 14
w1r E ' s DEA TH :
ADJUSTED CROSS ESTATE
1334358 1334358
FEDERAL ESlATE TAX
237975
84975
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
167612 157553

0

Cl

0

0

1 58'~

39630

0

0

TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
237975 198042
0
0
PROPERfY RECEIVED BY HEIRS ($) 1369977 1419968 1666701 166670 1
PERCENT OF PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (%)
77
79
92
92
TAX SAVINGS FROM QUALIFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
0
39933 237975 237975
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)
17
0
100
100
PERCENT OF INI TIAL NET WORTH ( %)
183
189
222
222
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TABLE 4.3 FI NANCIAL CONSEQUENCES or [STATE TAXATION UNDER THE ECONOMI C
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981 FOR FARM S IZE 3
QUALIF IES FOR:
SPlC IAL USE VALUATION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
INITIAL NET lroRTH
EST AT E SET TLEMENT-IMMEDIATE DEATH
HU SBAND'S UEAfH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
fEDERAL CSlAT [ TAX
ADDITIONA L TRANSFER COSTS
WI FE'S DEAHi:
ADJUSlED GROSS ESTATE
FrDERAL ESlAfE TAX
AUOITIONAL lRANSFER COSIS
fOIAL ~EOERAL ES TATE TAX
PROPERTY RECE IVED BY ll E I RS ( $ )
PERCE NT OF PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (%)
TAX SAV INGS FROM QUAL I FICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)

NO
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES

YES
NO

1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000

478011

478011

239561

239561

311816

34816

25266

25266

706600
151 125
68019

706600
9196
6 1639

356639
38845
54776

356639
5295
55640

15 11 25
750630

114082
790957

38845
881112

30088
889005

75

79

88

89

0
0

37043
24

11 2280
74

121037
80

0

0

0

0

ESTATE SETTLEMENT-10 YEAR PROJECT ION
HUSBAND'S DEATH:
ADJ USTED GROSS FSTATE
808877 808877 293598 293598
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
0
0
0
0
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
71942
7 1942
43343
43343
WIF E'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
1811864 1811864 1084902 1084902
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
417285 264285 149855
8526
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
240485 230426 187734 186553
TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
417285 377352 149855 11 2968
PROPERTY RECEIVED BY HEIRS($) 1749758 1799750 2093949 2 132020
PERCENf OF PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY llEIRS (%)
74
73
87
85
TAX SAV INGS FROM QUAL I FICATIO NS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
39933 267430 304317
0
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)
10
73
0
64
PERCENT OF INITIAL NET WORTH (%)
175
180
2 13
209
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TABLE t1. 4 FINANCIAL CO NS EQ UENC ES OF ESTATE TAXAT ION UNDER THE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981 FOR rARM S IZE 4
QUALi FI ES FOR:
SPEC IAL USE VALUATION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FINANCIAL CONSfQUENCFS
INI T IAL NET WOHTH
ESTATE SETTLE M E N T - I MM EDt~TE DEATH
HU SBAND'S DEATli:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
ADDITIONAL fRAN SFER COSTS
WIF E' S DEA l H:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
ADD ITIONAL fRANSFER COSTS
10 1AL FEUERAL ESTATE TAX
PROPERTY RECE IVED OY HEIRS ($)
PERCENT OF PARENT' S PROP ERTY
RECEI VED BY HEI RS ( %)
TAX SAVI NGS fROM QUAL I F ICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)

NO
NO

NO
YES

YES
NO

YES
YES

1500000 1500000 1500000 1500000

718231
35266
60355

7 1823 1
2469
60689

360661

360661

41 349

41349

1038920 10539 18
256 13 1
14 249
125 136
92 18 7

532398
93691
83451

532 398
12090
85595

0

0

29 1397 22 1652
93691
72393
1041 542 1130494 1281507 1300660
69

75

85

87

0

69745
24

197706
68

219004
75

0

ESTATE SETTLEMENT-10 YEAR PROJECTION
HUSBAND' S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
1232536 1232536 482538 482538
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
0
0
0
0
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
122405 122405
72698
72698
WI FE'S DEATH:
ADJ USTED GROSS ESTATE
2772794 2772794 2063063 2063063
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
807391 65439 1 514760 361760
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
46554 1 424142 33533 7 325278
TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
807391 767458 5 14760 474827
PRO PERTY RECE IVED BY HEIRS ($) 24411 62 250809 1 2871396 2921387
PERCE NT OF PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECE IVED BY HEIRS ( %)
68
78
66
78
TAX SAVINGS FROM QUALI FICATIONS :
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
0
39933 292631 332564
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)
0
41
36
5
PERCENT OF INITIAL NET WORTH (%)
163
167
191
195
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TABLE 11 .5 F INANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF ESTATE TAXATION UNDER THE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981 FOR FARM SIZE 5
QUALlflES FOR:
SPECIAL USE VALUATION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
INITIAL NET WORTH
ESTAT[ SETTLCMENT-IMMED IATE DEATH
HUSBAND I s DEA rH:
ADJUSTED CROSS ES lATE
FEDERAL ESTAT[ TAX
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
WI FE'S DEArH:
ADJUSTED CROSS ESTArE
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
/\OOITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
l OIAL FEOERAL csrATE TAX
PROPERTY RCCEIVED BY HEIRS ($)
PERCE NT OF PARENT' S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (%)
TAX SAVI NC S FROM QUALi FI CATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUN T ($)
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)

NO
NO

NO
YES

YES
YES

YES
NO

2DOOOOO 2000000 2000000 2000000

958431
4956
87822

34l1469

344469

53431

53431

13711 27 1401219
369218
88438
192179 135530

7270ll3
157708
117025

727043
20100
120700

958431
70802
86744

0

0

440020 351191 157708 121792
13T8618 1442340 1671835 1704075
66

72

84

85

0

88829
20

282312
64

318228
72

0

ESTATE SETTLEMENT- 10 YEAR PROJECTION
HUSBAND'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED CROSS CSTATE
1659082 1659082 909084 909084
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
54928
2754
0
0
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
173146 174314 116813 116813
WI FE'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED CROSS ESTATE
3713971 37463 15 3040825 3040825
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
1182870 1040502 917819 764819
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
724942 686276 525511 484112
TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
1237798 119~880 917819 877886
PROPERTY RECEIVED BY HEIRS ($) 3079998 3158006 3587316 3654249
PERCENT Of PARENr's PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (%1
73
62
63
72
TAX SAVINGS FROM QUALIFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
42918 319979 359912
0
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)
3
26
0
29
PERCENT OF IN ITIAL NET WORTH (3)
15'-l
158
179
183
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1 ABLE t1. 6 FI NANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF ESTATE TAXATION UNDER THE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 198 1 FOR FARM S IZE 6
QUALlflES FOR:
SPECIAL USE VALUAT ION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FI NANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
INITIAL NET WORfH
ESTAlE SETTLCMENT-IMMEDIATE DEATH
HUSBAND ' S DEATll:
ADJUSfED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
ADDITIONAL TPANSFER COSTS
wire's DEATH;
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
ADDITIONAL lRANSfER COSTS
TOTAL FEDERAL ESTAI[ TAX
PHOPERTY RECEIVED BY HEIRS ( $ )
PERCENl or PARE NT' S PROPERTY
RECt lVCD BY HEIRS !%)
TAX SAVINGS FROM QUAL I F ICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOU NT ($)
PERCENT REDUCT ION (%)

NO
NO

NO
YES

YES
NO

YES
YES

3000000 3000000 3000000 3000000

14 3885 1 1438851
146082
10226
141411 144301

738851
34077
95139

738851
4473
95123

2033606 2095695 1411649 1425 167
6 14502 329806 389988 109566
340420 27 1495 183401 183585
760584 649567 424065 345053
1841 34 1 2002 193 22986 12 2376664
61

67

77

79

0

111 017
15

3365 19
44

41 553 1
55

0

ESTATE SETTLEMENT- 10 YEAR PROJECT ION
HUSBAND'S DEATH :
ADJ USTED GROSS ESTAfE
25 17282
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
198762
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
27 45 13
WIFE'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
5593854
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
1905263
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
1314473

2517282 1767281 1767281
45762
4880
69608
278140 217148 218525
5688942 4972307 5012614
1771098 1673591 1532929
1280775 1093963 1056421

TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
2104025 2042994 1743199 16987 11
PROPERTY RECE IVED BY HE IRS ($) 4329920 4442593 4908548 4990050
PERCENT OF PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECE IVED BY HEIRS (3)
57
58
64
65
TAX SAVI NGS fROM QUALIFICATI ONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
0
61031 360826 405314
PERCE NT REDUCTION (%)
0
3
17
19
PERCENT OF INI TIAL NET WORTH (%)
14 4
148
164
166
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$500 , 000 to $3, 000,000 .

The numerical results assuming an initial net

worth of $1 , 000 , 000 (size 3 in Table 4.3) will be used to il lustrate the
information provided in the table because this scenario is also used as
a starting point for the asset mix and percent equity varia tions.
In t he immediate death situation, when the estate qualifies for
neither the use valuation provision nor the installment payment of tax
pr ovisions , the adjusted gross estate at the husband's death is
$478 , 011.

The unified tax credit completely offsets the tentative

federal tax at his death, and accordi ngly, his estate incurs no federal
tax liability.

The additional transfer costs amount to $34 ,816, of

which $1 , 131 represents liquidity losses as shown in Appendix I.

The

value of the wife ' s adjusted gross estate at her subsequent death is
$706,600 and the r esulting federal es t ate tax is $151,125, after all tax
credits have been s ubt r a cted.

The co rresponding additional transfer

costs increase to $68,019 at her death reflecting greater settlement
costs and state inheritance tax (owing to the large estate size) , as
we ll as increased liquidity losses (resulting from the sale of assets to
meet the tax and settlement obligations).

The total federal tax

obligation at both deaths amounts to $151,125 and the heirs receive
$750, 630 of property which represents approximately 75 percent of the
parents' original estate.
I n the ten-yea r projection, both the husband's and the wife's
esta tes have appreciated significan tl y.

Even though the husband's

adjusted gross estate has reached $808 , 877, there is no tax liability
because by the yea r of his death the unified tax .credit has increased
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sufficiently to offset any tax.

Tile additional transfer costs at his

death in the ten-year projection amount to $71,942, which includes th e
settlement costs, state inheritance tax and liquidity losses.

By

the

tenth year, the wife's property--combined with the property she received
at her husband's death four years prior--has appreciated to a value of
$1,811,864 and her estate incurs a tax obligation of $417,285, which is
also the total federal tax after both deaths.

Tile heirs receive

property valued at $1,749,758 which is approximately 64 percent of the
value of the parents' estates just prior to death, and 175 percent of
the farm's initial net worth.

Thus, even with the federal tax

obligation and estate settlement costs, the heirs receive a value of
property 75 percent greater than their parents currently own, assuming
an 8 percent inflation rate.
In the second case, when both the husband's and wife's estates
qualify fo r the installment tax provision, the federal estate tax due at
the wife's death in the immedia te death situation is $9,196 with the
remaining tax obligation becoming due over the fifteen-year installment
period.

Since there was no tax incurred at the husband's death, the

present value of the wife's deferred tax can be calculated by
subtracting the tax paid immediately from the total federal tax
obligation.

Tile present value of this tax, defer red at a preferential

four percent interest charge, is $104,886 bringing the total federal tax
obligation attributable to her estate to $114,082.

Thus, as shown in

the table, the dollar amount of tax savings resulting from the
installment payment of tax provision (the total fede ral tax incurred
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when the estate qualifies for neither provision minus the total federal
tax when there is installment payment of tax) equals $37,043 or a
24 precen t reduction.
In addition t o the tax savings accruing f r om the delayed payment
schedule, the installment provision also reduces the additional transfer
costs a t the wife's death because this provision acts as a source of
liquid i t y.

Since the size of the gr oss estates a re equal when the

estate qualifies for the installment payment of the tax, and "*1en it
does not, the settlement cos Ls are also equal because these costs are
calculated as a percen t of the gross estate.

Therefore, the difference

in the t ot al additional transfer costs arises from a reduction in
liquidity loss (see Appendix I) amounting to $3 , 381 "*1en the estate does
not qualify for the installment payment of tax compared to $107 when it
does .

Tilus, the installment payment of tax provision reduc es both the

actual federal t ax obligation a nd the non-tax transfer costs .
In the ten-year projection, the tax savings from installment
payment of tax (in percentage terms) drops to nine percent .

This occurs

because the federal tax liability at the wife's death is too large to
qualify in t otal for the four percent interest rate.

As discussed in

the previo us sec tion, there is no incentive t o defer a tax liability
gr eater than $345 ,800 minus the uni fied credit because the interest r ate
exceed s the discount rate; therefore , all tax in excess of this amount
is paid immediately.

Thus, the upper limit on the amount that qualifies

for the 4 percent interest rate causes the percentage tax reduction
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owing to this provi sion t o decline from that achieved in the immediate
death situa t ion.
In the case where the husband's and wife ' s estates qualify for the
use valuation provision, but not the installment payment provision, the
total federal tax liability is reduced dramatically in both the
immediate and ten-year projection situations.

In the immediate death

situation, qualification for use valuation results in $112,280 of tax
savings (a 74 percent tax reduction) along with a $13 , 243 reduction in
the additional transfer cos es .

In the ten-year projection, the land in

the estate has appreciated to a point where the $750,000 maximum
a llowable reduction limit on use valuation has been obtained .
Therefore, the percent reduction in tax brought on by qualification for
use valuation decreases to a level of 64 percent.

In both the imtm'!diate

death and t en-year projection situations, the percent of the parents'
property received by heirs is increased substantially (between 12 and
13 percent) compared to the case where the estates do not qualify for
use valuation .
The lowest total tax liabilities and the highest value of property
received by heirs in both the immediate death and ten-year projection
occur when the estates qualify for both the use valuation and
installment payment provisions.

If the husband and wife die

immediately, qualification for both tax provisions reduces the total tax
by $121,037 (compared to the no installment /no use valuation case),
representing an 80 percent tax reduction .

In this situation, the

savings from both provisions are not cumulative.

Use valuation reduces
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the federal tax liability; hence , the absolute savings which can be
obtained by deferring the tax obligation is also reduced.
Size variation

Of the six different size farms evaluated (see

Table 3.3), the largest, with an initial net worth of $3,000,000,
incurred the greatest total federal tax liability.

In the immediate

death situation when the parents ' estates qualify for neither special
tax provision, the federal tax attributable to the $3,000,000 estate is
$760,584 compared to $151 ,1 25 for the $1 , 000,000 estate.

Thus, tripling

the estate size while keeping all other factors constant increases the
tax liability by more than five fold.

The total federal tax for the

smallest estate evaluated (with an initial net worth of $500,000) is
$38 , 539 , or approxima tely four times smaller than that incurr ed by the
$1 , 000 , 000 estate.

Thus, as would be expected from the progressive tax

rate schedule , the t otal federal tax liability is an increasing function
of estate size .

Accordingly, the percent of the parents' property

received by heirs decreas es with increases in estate size .
Assuming that the estates qualify for the installment payment of
tax provision, the dollar value of the tax savings from this provision
in the immediate death situation ranges from $9,336 for the smallest
estate to $110,017 for the largest estate .

In percentage terms, the

reduction in federal tax resulting from qualification for this provision
remains constant at approximately the 24 percent leve l up to the
$1,500,000 estate size because the tax savings are proportional to the
tax liability.

Beyond this size, the percent reduction in tax declines,

with only a 3 percent savings for the largest estate because the upper
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limit for the four percen t interest rate has been reached.

For the same

reason, the perc entage reduction in taxes due to the installment payment
provision is lower in the ten-year projections as compared to the
immediate death situation, for estates which are larger than $500,000 in
initial net worth, because the estates have appreciated over this time
period .
If the estates qualify for the use valuation alone, the savings
from this provision are greates t in absolute terms for estates with the
largest net worth; for the $j00,000 estate, the tax saving is $38,539,
while for the $3,000,000 estate i t amounts to $336,519.

This occurs

because the larger estates have more acreage and therefore can receive
greater bene fits from this provision .

The percent tax reduction from

qualification decreases with increases in esta t e size, but at a
dec r easing rate.

For instance, for the smallest estate, use valuation

reduces the taxable estat e in both the immediate a nd ten-year
cocpletely offset by the unified tax credit at each spouse ' s death;
therefore, use valuation results in a 100 percent reduction in taxes.
If the estate size is doubled to $1,000,000, the tax reduction declines

to 74 percent representing a 26 percent difference.

If the estate size

is then doubled again, the tax reduction falls to 64 percent or a

10 percent decrease from the 74 percent level.

Thus, while the percent

reduction in tax brought on by use valuation dec reases as esta te size
increases , the rate at which it does so also diminishes over the range
of estate sizes analyzed in this study.
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In all cases except the $750,000 estate, the percent reduction in

tax obtained by qualifying for use valuation decreases in the ten- year
projections as a result of increasing estate sizes due to appreciation .

In the $750,000 estate, however, the percentage is 88 in the immediate
death situation and 100 percent in the ten-year projection.

This occurs

because the increase in the unified c redit specified in the 1981
legislation has reached its maximum by the time of the husband's la t er
death and is gr eat enough, when combined with the use valuation, to
com pletely offset the tax l iub ility.
The percent of pa rents' property received by heirs is greatest for
all situations when the estates qualify for both provisions.

However,

as found in Boehlje's study (2), the difference in this percentage when
estates qualify fo r neither provision compared to when they qualify for
both provisions is grea ter for the larger estates.

In other words ,

qualification for both provisions increases the percentage of parents'
property r eceived by the heirs substantially more for the larger firms .
For example , qualification for neither provision results in 61 percent
of the parents' property received by heirs for the $3,000,000 estate,
compared t o 79 percent when the same estate qualified for both
provisions, representing an 18 percent increase.

Alternatively,

qualification for both provisions resulted in a 9 percent increase for
the $500,000 estate.

Thus, the provisions tend to counteract the

progressive nature of the tax rate schedule.
Of further interest is the relative value of the use valuation and
installment payment provision to different size farms.

By comparing the

6S

tax savings from each of the se provisions, it is evident that the value
of use valuation is significantly greater than installtrent paytrents in
t e rms of reducing the total federal tax liability.

However, it should

be recalled that installment payments reduce the additional transfer
costs (which can be a substantial portion of the total transfer costs to
the smaller farms) and, therefore, the value of installtrent paytrents may
be understated in come cases when reduction in taxes is used as a
measure.

As estate size increases, the value, in t erms of the percent

reduction in tax, of use vaLuation and installment become closer.

For

the $SOO,OOO estate, the difference in the percent reduction from
qualification between use valuation (100 percent) and installment
payment of tax (24 percent) is 76 percentage points.

For the $3,000,000

estate in the ten-year projection, the difference between the percent
tax reduction with use valuation (44 percent) and installnent paytrent
(lS percent) decreases to 29 percentage points.

This occurs becau se

once the use valuation limit is reached, the benefits from use valuat ion
decrease faster than the benefits from the installment paynent of tax .
Asset mix variation

The tax consequences for the asset mix

variations are shown in Tables 4.3, 4.7, and 4.8.

For this analysis ,

the size and percent equity are held constant at $1,000,000 and
100 percent while the land to total asset ratio is varied (see
Table 3. 3).

The $1,000,000 farm estate in Table 4.3 represents a

land/asset ratio of 75 percent whereas Tables 4.7 and 4.8 depict r atios
of SO percent (identified as SO percent land) and 2S percent (identified
as 2S percent land), respectively.
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lABLE 4.7 FINANCIAL CO NSEQUENCES OF ESlATE TAXATION UNDER THE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 198 1 FOR FARM S IZE 3 WIT H A LAND/ASSET RATIO OF 50%
QUALi F I ES FOR:
SPECIAL USE VALUATION
IN STALLMENT PAYME NT
FI NANCIAL CO NSEQUE NCES
INITIAL NET WORTH
ESTATE SETTLEMENT-IMMEDIATE DEATH
HUSBAND'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FEOERAL ESTAT E TAX
ADD ITIONAL IRANSFER COSTS
wI Ff I s DEA f H:
ADJUSlED GROSS ESTATE
FEDERAL ESlATE IAX
ADOITIONAL lRANSFER COSTS
TOIAL FEDERAL ESfATE TAX
PRO PERTY RECEIVED BY HE IRS ($)
PERCENT or PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECE IVED BY HEIRS (% )
TAX SAVI NGS IROM QUALIFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUN T ($)
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)

NO
NO

NO
YES

YES
NO

YES
YES

1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000

47801 1

478011

31904 5

319045

34816

34816

27490

27490

706600
151125
63683

706600
9196
61639

473749
74915
56399

473749
75 19
58 124

75/~645

15 11 25

114082
790957

74915
841195

57324
857061

75

79

84

86

0

37043
25

762 10
50

93801
62

382190

382190

41955

41955

788828
48379
14 7 120

788828
3599
148316

0

0

0

ESTATE SETTLEME NT- 10 YEAR PROJECT ION
HUSBAND ' S OEATH:
ADJUST ED GROSS ESTATE
725027 725027
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
0
0
ADDIT IONAL TRANSFER COSTS
62104
62104
WI FE'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED CROSS ESTATE
1523 110l1 1523t104
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
307634 154634
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
170879 174965

0

0

0

0

TOlAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
307634 26770 1
48379
3669 1
PROPERTY RECEIVED BY HEIRS ( $ ) 1544463 1580310 1843557 1854049
PERCENT or PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEI RS (%)
75
77
89
89
TAX SAVINGS FROM QUALIFICATIONS :
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
0
39933 259255 270943
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)
13
8l1
0
88
PERCE NT or I NITIAL NET WORTH ( %)
154
158
184
185
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TABLE 4.8 F INANCIAL CONSEQUE NCES or ESTATE TAXATION UNDER THE ECONOM IC
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981 FOR FARM S IZE 3 WITH A LAND/ ASSET RATIO OF 25%
QUALi FI ES FOR:
SPECIAL USE VALUATION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
INI TIAL NET WORIH
ESTATE SETTLrMENT-IMM [Dl~TE DEATH
HUSBAND'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FlDERAL ESlAT[ TAX
ADDITIONAL TRANSF ER COSTS
WI FE ' S DEATH:
ADJUSlED GROSS ESTATE
f[O[ RAL ESlATE TAX
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
TOrAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
PROPERTY RECE IVED BY ll E I RS ( $)
PERCENI OF PARE NT' S PROPERTY
RECE IVED BY HEIRS (3)
TAX SAV INGS FROM QUAL I FICATI ONS:
DO LLAR AMOUNT ($)
PERCENT ltEDlJCT I ON ( %)

NO
NO

YES
NO

NO
YES

YES
YES

1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000

478011

4 78011

398528

398528

34816

34816

30536

30536

706600
15 11 25
63683

7D6600
9196
6 1638

5903 16
11 2804
57427

590316
870 1
60039

151 125
754644

114082
790956

112804
799509

85633
824068

75

79

80

82

0
0

37043
25

3832 1
25

65492
43

470349

47 0349

41885

41885

814111
57026
122338

814111
3990
123755

0

0

ESTATE SETTLEMENT- 10 YEAR PROJECT ION
HUSBAND' S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
641391 641391
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
0
0
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
52445
52445
WI FE'S DEAfH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATF
12368 11 1236811
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
202537
49537
136177 1140264
ADDITIONAL TRANSrER COSTS

0

0

0

0

TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
202537 162604
57026
43184
PROPERTY RECEIVED BY HEIRS ($) 1301921 133776 7 1469218 1481643
PERCENT OF PARENT ' S PROPERTY
RECE IVED BY HEIRS (%)
78
80
87
88
TAX SAVI NGS FROM QUALIFICAT IONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
0
39933 145511 159353
PERCENT REDUCTION (%)
20
72
0
79
PERCENT OF INI T IAL NET WORTll ( %)
130
134
147
148
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In the fi r st case where the estates qualify fo r neithe r t ax
provision, the fina ncial consequences are almost identical fo r t he
various asse t mixes.

However , the additional transfer costs associa ted

wi t h the SO percent and 25 percent land farms are lower r ef l ect ing
smaller liqui dity losses (see Appendix III).

These fa rm s have a

relati vely higher percentage of business assets (which are ro r e liquid
than real estate) than the farm. which has a land to asset ratio of
75 pe rcent.

However, the r educ tion in the additional transfer costs is

not substantial enough to significantly alter the percent of parents '
property received by heirs ; this percent is constant over all three ty pe
es t ates at approximately 75 percent.
In the ten-year projection , the percent of the parents ' pr ope rty
r eceived by the heirs is six percent greater for the 25 percent land
farm than for the 75 percent land farm.

This situation occurs since t he

75 percent land estate appreciates faster tha n the es tates with less
acreage becaus e of the assumption that land appreciates at 8 percent
whereas the other business assets do not appre cia t e .

Since the

75 percent land estate is larger af t e r appreciation than the other two
estates , the corresponding tax is higher and the percent of paren t s '
property received by heirs is smalle r.

However , the percent of pa r ent s '

property received by heirs, r e l at ive to the initial worth, is
significan tly greater for the 75 percent land farm
appreciation:

as a res ult of

this percentage is 154 for the 25 percent land farm

175 for the 75 percent land es tate .

bu t
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When the estates quali f y for the installment payment of tax , the
percent reduction in tax is the same , because, as mentioned previously ,
savings from installment payments are a function of the tax liabi lity
and therefore not directly affected by asset composition .

However , as

expec ted, the results across different asset mixes are quite different
if the estates qualify for use valuation.

If the husband and wife die

immediately, the dollar reduction in tax from this provision for the
75 percent land f a rm is $112,280 (representing a 74 percent reduction)
whereas i t is $38,321 ( representing a SO percent reduction) for the
25 percent land farm; with 250 more acres of qualified farmland , the
7S percent land farm is able to benefit more from the use valuation.
Accordingly, when the estates qualify for use valuation , the percent of
parents' property received by heirs is higher for the 7S percent land
farm, at 88 percent, than the 25 percent land fann at 84 percent .
After ten years of apprecia tion, however, the results are altered
s ubstan tiall y.

By thi s time , the 7 5 percent land estate has grown large

enough to obtain a maximum reduction from use valuation; therefore , the
percent reduction in tax from qualifying for use valuation falls to
65 percent .

However, even though this percentage has fallen , the

75 percent land fann still receives the greatest absolute benefits for
use valua tion compared to the farms with a lower land/asset ratio .

The

SO percent land estate has more acres than it did in the immedia te death
situation, because, by model assumption .

Thus, with more acreage , the

SO percent land estate can obtain greater benefits frooi. use valuation in
the ten- year projection, as shown by the percent reduction in taxes of
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84 percent compared to SO percent in the immediate dea th situation .

For

the same reason, the percent reduction in tax also increases for the
25 percent land farm from 25 percent in the immediate death situation t o
71 percent in the ten-year projection .
When the estates qualify for both tax provisions, the percent of
parents ' property rec eived by the heirs (in the immedia te and projected
situations), is greatest for the 75 percent land estate which has the
largest acreage.

In addition , the increase in the percent of the

parents ' property received Lt the heirs from qualifying for both
provisions (compared t o qualifying for neither provision) is greater for
the 75 percent land farm (13 percent increase) than the 25 percent land
fa rm (8 perce nt increase) which has one-third as many acres of qualified
farmland .
Percent equity variation

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 summarize the

results from the equity variations.

In these variations, the initial

net worth is constant at $1,000,000 in the immediate death situation
while the gross estate increases with debt utilization (see Table 3 . 4) .
Again, Table 4.3 is used for comparison and represents a farm with
100 percent equity.

The other eq uity levels are 80 and 60 percent,

while in all cases the value of land to total assets ratio is
75 percent.
The financial consequences of the equity variations are similar to
those in the asset mix variation primarily because of the effect of the
use valuation provision and the appeciation assumptions inherent in the
simulation model.

When the three estates qualify for neither tax
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TABLE 4.9 FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES Of ESTATE TAXATION UNDER lHE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981 FOR A CROSS ESTATE OF $1,500,000 ANO EQUITY OF 803
QUALi F I ES FOR:
SPECIAL USE VA LUATION
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT
FINANCIAL CO NS EQUENCES
INITIA L NET WORTH
ESTATE SETTLEMENT-IMMEDIATE DEATH
HUSBAND' S OEAIH:
ADJUSTED CROSS lSrATE
rEDERAL ESTAll TAX
ADDITIONA L TRANSrE R COSTS
WIFE' S O[ArH:
ADJUSTED CROSS ESTATE
r EOERAL FSTATE TAX
ADDITIONAL TRANS FER COSTS
TOTAL FEDERAL ESTAlE TAX
PROPERIY RECEIVED BY HEIRS($)
PERCENT or PAREN T' S PROPERTY
RECEIVlD BY HEIRS (%)
TAX SAV INGS FROM QUALIFICAT IONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNl ($)
PERCENT REDUCT ION (%)

YES
NO

NO
YES

NO
NO

YCS
YES

1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000

1n3194

473194

175184

175184

39603

39603

28978

28978

696851
14 7961
75906

696851
9522
68959

258670
834(1
60411

258670
1176
60564

147961
740945

111828
781034

8340
902271

6470
903988

74

78

90

90

0
0

36 133
24

139621
94

141lt91
96

0

0

0

0

ESTAT E SETTLEMENT-10 YEAR PROJECTION
HUSBA ND'S OEAfH:
ADJUSTED CROSS ESlAfE
862 105 862105 233857 233857
FEDERAL [STATE TAX
0
0
0
0
ADDITIONAL TRANSFER COSTS
83742
83742
49657
49657
WI FE' S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
1989245 1989245 1268254 1268254
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
48433 5 331335 213781
60781
ADDITIONAL TRAN SFER COSTS
287495 270470 227424 217374
TOTAL FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
484335 444402 213781 173848
PROPERTY RECEIVED BY HEIRS ($) 1885 411 1939167 2243207 2293193
PERCENT OF PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (%)
71
73
83
84
TAX SAVINGS FROM QUALIFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
39933 270554 310487
0
PERCENT REDUCTION (3)
0
8
64
56
PERCENT OF INITI AL NET WORTH (%)
189
194
224
229
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TABLE 4. 10 I INANCIAL CONSEQUENCES or [STATE lAXATION UNDER THE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY TAX ACT or 198 1 FOR A GROSS ESTATE or $1 , 666,667 ANO EQUI TY OF 60%
QUAL I r I ES roH:
SPEC IAL USE VALUATION
IN STALLMENT PAYMENT
r 1NANCIAL CONSrQU ENC[S

NO
NO

YES
NO

NO
YES

YES
YES

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - IN ITIAL NET WORTH

ESTATE SETTLEMENT- IMMEDIATE DEAT H
HUSBAND'S DEAlH :
ADJUSrED GROSS lSTAT E
FEDERAL (STATE TAX
ADDITIONAL TRANSfER COSTS
WI FE'S DfAlll:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
FfOERAL [STAT[ TAX
ADDITIONAL TRANSrER COSTS
TO l AL IEDERAL ESTATE TAX
PROPERTY RECEIVED BY HEIRS ($)
PERCE NT or PARENT ' S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (3)
TAX SAV INGS rROM QUALIFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
PERCENT REDUCTION ( %)

1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000

465138

465138

6772?

67722

117606

47606

36941

36941

68115113
142579
89250

680543
9658
81212

931409

93409

674 13

67 4 13

142579
7214764

107887
764599

895645

895645

72

76

90

90

0
0

34692
24

14 2579

14 2579

0

0

0

0

0

100

0

0

0

100

ESTAT E SETTLEMENT- 10 YEAR PROJECTIO N
HUSBAND 'S DEATH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
951458 9511158 201463 20 1463
FEDERAL fSTATE TAX
0
0
0
0
ADD IT IONAL TRANSFER COSTS
103548 1035118
62336
62336
WI FE'S DEl\IH:
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE
2287953 2287953 1574168 1574168
FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
607261 454261 327229 174229
ADD IT IONAL TRANSFER COSTS
379156 338281 294546 284487
TOTAL FEDERAL ESrATE TAX
607261 567328 327229 287296
PROPERTY RECEIVfD BY HEIRS ( $ ) 2096346 2 162999 2484992 253 4983
PERCENT OF PARENT'S PROPERTY
RECEIVED BY HEIRS (%)
69
70
80
81
TAX SAVINGS IROM QUALIFICATIONS:
DOLLAR AMOUNT ($)
0
39933 280032 319965
PERCENT REDUCTION (3)
146
7
0
53
PERCENT OF INIT IAL NET WORT H ( 3 )
210
2 16
248
253
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provision, the tax liabilities are similar for all thre e equity
variations in the immediate death situation; however, since the
settlement costs are calculated as a percent of gross estate, the
60 percent equity farm incurs the highest transfer costs because it has
the largest gross estate.

As a result of these higher transfer costs,

the percent of parents' property received by heirs is lowest for the
most leveraged farm, assuming the estates do not qualify for use
valuation.
In the ten-year projection, the rrore leveraged farms grow faster
than the full equity farm because the net returns on borrowed funds are
reinvested.

Accordingly, the size of the husband's and wife's adjusted

gross estat es is larger with more leverage and thus subject to a greater
tax liabili ty.

Consequently, when the estates do not qualify for either

provision, the percent of parents' property received by the heirs is
lowest for the 60 percent equity farm, but as a percentage of original
net worth, the 60 percent equity farm is 210 percent larger in value
than the current estate, compared to 175 percent for the full equity
farm .

Once again, the percent reduction in tax from the installment

payment provision is a function of the federal tax liability and thus
not significantly affected by the use of debt.
For the case when the estates qualify for use valuation, the total
federal tax liability is reduced substantially with increased debt
utilization because the leveraged farms have ioore qualified ac res and,
consequently, greater potential tax savings.

For instance, the

1 00 percent equity farm, comprised of 375 acres, has a total federal tax
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liability in the immediate death si tuat ion of $38 ,845 while the
80 percent equity, 469 acre farm has a liability of only $8,340.

Use

valuation reduc es the taxable estate in the 60 percent equity, 62 5 acre
fann enough to completely eliminate the federal tax in the immediate
death situation.

Correspondingly, the percent r eductions in taxes

a ttributable to this provision are 94 percent for the 80 percent equity
farm and 100 percent for the 60 percent equity farm.

However, as

mentioned above, the estate settlement costs are higher for the ioore
leveraged farm because lt has a larger gross esta te at both dea ths;
therefore , the increase in addi tional trans fer costs associated with
transferring a leveraged estate acts to temper the benefits of the use
valuation provision on higher leve raged farms.

Accordingly , the percent

of parents' property r eceived by the heirs is 88 percent fo r the full
equity farm and 90 percent for each of the leveraged es tates.

When the

es tates qualify for both special tax provisions , the range in percent
received by heirs narrows to between 91 and 92 percent.
In the ten-year projection, the 60 percent equity farm receives the
smalles t percent reduction in taxes from qualif ying for use valuation,
amounting to 46 percent; whereas the 80 percent equity farm and the full
equity farms receive a 56 and 64 percent reduction, respectively.

This

occurs beca use after appreciation , the roost leveraged farm has grown
large enough to reach the maximum allowable limit on use valuation;
accordingly , the relative benefits from qualifying for use valuatio n
decline for the 60 percent equity farm in the ten-year projection as
compared to the immediate death situation.

Since the growth rates for
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the estates in the percent equity variation are not equal (due to model
assumptions discussed ea rlier), both estate size and financial structure
a re changing in the ten-year projection.

Therefore, in the t en-year

projection it is impossible to determine the effect of financial
structure (or asset mix) on estate transfe rs with the appr oach used in
this study because it is no longer possible to i solate the influence of
this variable.
Comparative Analysis
In o rder to evalute the relative im pact of the changes contained in

the 1981 tax act , the sce nario s analyzed in the previous sect ions were
eval uated under the pre-1981 t ax law.

The financial consequences under

the pre-1981 and post - 1981 law will now be compa r ed and the differences
identified .

Again, the results are grouped by the variations performed

on the base scenari o .

To facilitate interpretation of the r esults , the

fo llowing two response variables a r e used :

total transfer costs,

composed of the federal tax liability and addi t t onal transfer cos ts; and
the percent of parents' property r eceived by heirs.
Size Variation
Transfer cos t s

Table 4 .1 1 s ummar izes the total transfer cos ts

by es tat e size for both the pre-1981 and post-1981 tax laws assuming
alternative tax treatments.

Case 1 designates qualification for nei the r

special t ax provision, case 2 r efe rs t o qualification for installment
payment of t ax, cas e 3 designates qua li fication fo r use valuation , and
case 4 r ef ers t o qualification for both provisions.

The first two
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TABLE 4. 11 TRANSFER COSTS UNDER THE PRE-1 98 1 AND POST - 1981 LAWS FOR
DI FF ER ENT S IZE FARM ESTATES IN THE IMM EDIATE DEATll S ITUAT ION
INITIAL
NET
WOIH H CASE

TOTAL NONESfATE TAX
TRANSFER
COSTS
PRF1981

($)

( $)

POST198 1

500000
500000
500000
500000

1
2
3
4

11 1891
L12354
36559
"65~9

111933
423 r1
36559
16559

750000
750000
750000
750000

1
2
3
11

69105
68711
576(18
57917

67079
68738
57837
579110

1000000
1oonooo
1000000
1000000

1
2
3
4

1500000
1500000
1500000
1500000

1
2
3
4

2000000
2000000
2000000
2000000
3000000
3000000
3000000
3000000

TOl AL

CHANGE

( $)

PRE198 1

( $)

POST1981

lOTAL
TRANSFER
COSTS
PRE1981

( $)

($ )

POST1981

CHANG E

($)

0

15800
11972
0
0

96230
83530
36559
36559

80 11 72
715 74
36559
36559

15758
11 955
0
0

93537
707311
11303
8766

15800
11948
15800
12253

178442
151393
84 77 1
78936

1606 16
139472
69 140
66706

17826
11 92 1
1563 1
122 30

11)4198 102835
9611 26 96455
79705 8(1042
80850 80906

1563 17726 1 15 11 25
- 29 134222 1114082
-337 546115 38845
-56 42326 30088

26136
20 140
15800
12237

281659
2306118
134350
123 176

253960
2 10537
11 8887
110994

27699
20 111
15463
1218 1

185195
, 528117
125662
128420

18549 1
152876
124800
1269411

-296 320282 291397
-29 2 42040 221652
862 121488 93691
1476 93630 72393

28885
20388
27797
2 12 37

505477
394887
247 150
222050

476888
374528
2 1849 1
199337

28589
20359
28659
227 13

1
2
3
4

276378
2211430
176359
181977

278923 - 2545 469325
223352 -1922 367544
170456 5903 246432
171413 1 7846 188813

440020
351191
157708
12 1792

29305
16353
88724
67020

74570 3
588974
422791
370790

7189113
574543
328 164
295923

26760
1443 1
94627
74866

1
2
3
4

475124
412055
330306
288804

1181831
415796
278540
278708

760584 26943 1262651 1242415 20236
649567 12957 1074579 1065363
92 16
1124065 1?3060 877431 702605 174826
345053 103066 7369211 623761 11 3162

CASE: 1
QUALi F I CAT I ON
2 = QUALi FI CAT I ON
3 = QUALi FI CAT I ON
4 = QUALi FI CAT I ON

-42
- 17

FEDERAL
ESTATE TAX
CHANGE
OBLIGATION

514339
411 76
0
0

38539
29203

2026 109337
-27 8?682
-169 2 f 103
-23 2 1019

0

0

-6707
-3741
51766
10096
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

787527
662524
547125
4118120

0

NEITHER TAX PROV I S ION
TllE I NSTALLMEN 1 PAYMENT PROVISION
THE USE VALUATION PROVISION
BOTH SPECIAL TAX PROVISIONS
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columns in Table 4.11 show the additional transfer costs in the
immedia te death situa tion.

These inc lude estate settlement costs ,

s tate inheritance t ax , a nd li quidity loss after the de a th of both
spouses .

The third column, which is calculated by subtracting column

two f r om column one, shows the change in the additional transfer cos ts
r esulting from the new law.

Thus, a positive figure in this colu1111

represents a reduct i on i n these cos ts f r om the new law as cooipared to
the pre-existing law.
Columns four and five

L~p r esent

the total fe deral tax obli ga tion

after both deaths for the pre- and post-1981 law , while column six shows
the difference between columns fo ur and five.

A positive figure in

column six designates the federal tax reduct ion attributable to the new
law.

Finall y, columns seven and e ight show the total transfer cos ts

associated with the pre-1981 and post-1981 law a nd the final column
shows the difference in total costs occurri ng under these alternative
laws.

Again, a positive fi gur e indicates a decrease in cos ts.
Examination of column three, the change in additional transfer

cos ts, r eveal s several negative numbers which indicate an increase in
these costs under the new law .

For example, when the $3 , 000 , 000 estate

does not qualify for either tax provision, it incurs a $6,707 increase
in additional transfer costs under the new law, which amoun ts to a
1. 4 percent increase.

This sit uation occurs i n part because the

increased unified tax cr edit in the new law reduces the fede ral tax
liability ther eby increasing the a mount of property passed to the
surviving spouse.

Consequently, there is a la r ge r gross estate a t the
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second death .

Thus, the corresponding settlement costs at the second

death are also higher under the new law.

Of greater significance, the

increase in property transferred to the surviving spouse increases the
state inheritance tax at the second death.

The sale of assets to pay

the additional settlement costs and tax liability in this instance
increases the liquidity loss associated with the new law (see Appendix
I) .

Thus, these factors may slightly buffer the overall benefit of the

new law .
Another factor which may lead to an increase in the additional
transfer costs is the characteristics of the state inheritance tax .

The

Iowa state death tax is an inheritance tax, which is conceptually
different from an estate tax because it is based on the amoun t of
property received by heirs.

An estate tax is based on total property

transferred rather than the amount an individual receives.

The

va riables in this study are designed to analyze the federal estate tax
and are not appropriate for examining the state inheritance tax .

In

addition, the difference in the inheritance tax and the estate tax is
exaggerated by the presence of a trust, since the value of the tnist is
apportioned between the spouse and children in reference to the spouse's
expected life (a variable which does not affect the estate tax).
Because of these factors which affect the state inheritance tax, no
meaningful relationship between the change in the federal tax liability
and the state inheritance tax is exhibited in the results.
The greatest decrease in additional transfer costs under the new
law, amounting to $51,766, occurs for the largest estate ($3,000,000)
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when it qualifies for use val uation .

With respect t o the additional

transfer costs , the largest estate receives the grea t es t benefit f r om
the new law , partly because the significant decrease in the federal tax
liability in this situation r educes the liquidity loss substantially (by
$19, 405 as shown in Appendix I) .

Since Iowa has recently incorporated

the use valuation provision into the state inheritance tax,
qualification for this provision also reduces the state tax.

Fo r this

reason, the state tax at the husband's death is lower than it is under
the previous legislation .
As would be expected from the increase in the unified tax credit ,
the new tax law r educes the total federal estate tax liability after
both deaths for all six esta tes unde r various tax tr eatment s , with the
exception of the $500,000 es t ate in t he two cases when it qualifies fo r
use valuation.

In these two situations , there is no federal tax

obligation under the pre-existing law so the increase in the t ax credit
has no value to the smalles t estate , i f i t qualifies for use valuation .
Of the estates examined, the decline in the federal tax is greates t for

the largest estate when it qualifies for use valuation alone .

This is a

r esult of the benefits that this estate receives from the inc r ease in
the maximum allowable reduction from use valuation .

In addition , this

es t ate was the only one analyzed that was large enough to make full us e
of the $62 , 800 credit in the new law at both the husband ' s and wife's
death given the will plan specified in the model .
For estates of the sizes $500, 000 through $1 , 500,000 , the estates
benefit most f rom the new law when they do not qualify for either tax
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rovi s ion .

When the smaller estates qualify for a special tax

provision , the tax liability declines to a point where the incr ease in
the tax credit under the new law is not needed; hence, the benefits frcn
the new law are reduced.

For example , when the $1 , 000 , 000 estate

qualifies for use valuation , the tax is r educed sufficiently at the
fi r s t death to preclude the use of the tax credit increase .

Since rrore

of t he credit is used if the same es tat e does not qualify for use
va l uation , the new law has a greater comparative value when the estate
does not qualify for special tax treatme nt.
Conversely, the

$~ ,000,000

and $3,000,000 estates receive th e

greatest benefits from the new law when they qualify for use valuation .
This occurs because for the $2,000, 000 estate, the use value reduction
limit in the pre-1981 law is reached at the second death.

For the

$3 , 000,000 estate, the use value limit is constraining at both deaths .
Thus, primarily because of the $200 , 000 increase in the use value limit ,
these estates receive the gr eatest benefit from the new law when they
qualify for use valuation .
The last column in Table 4.11 shows the sum of the changes in t otal
federal tax liability and the additional transfe r costs; thus, this
column gives an indication of the overal l impact of the 1981 tax act for
the scenarios analyzed.

The relationships between estate tax and tax

treatment for this variable are illustrated in Table 4 .1 which shows the
dollar benefit from the new l aw for the various farm estates.

The

change in total transfer costs are plotted for each tax treatment ,
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($)
168,000

3

Qualificat ion :
(1) neither special tax provision
(2) installment payment of tax
(3) use valuation
(4) both tax provisions

156,000
144,000
132,000

I

120,000
108 ,000
96,000
84,000
72,000
60,000
48,000
36,000
24,000
12,000

--

2

0

Initial net
500
750 1,000 1,500
2,000
3,000
worth (thousand $)
Figure 4.1. Reduction in total transfer costs resulting from the 1981
tax act for different size farm estates under alternative
tax treatments, assuming death occurs in 1982
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de signated 1, 2 , 3 , and 4 on the graph , and lines are drawn to connect
the se cases for the diffe r ent farm es tates .
Inspectio n of this graph reveals that for the no installment/no use
valuation case , the benefi t s from the new l aw increase for s izes
$500, 000 through $1, 000 , 000 , then remain approxi ma tel y constant for
sizes $1,000,000, $1,500,000, and $2,000,000 before declining at the
$3 , 000 , 000 esta te.

This configuration occurs because wh en esates do not

qualify for special use valuation, the t ax savings frcxn the new law are
prima rily a function of the change in the tax credi t and the will plan
used .
The t entative tax at the first death for the $500 ,000 and $750,000
es tates is smaller than the unified credit in the 1981 law; therefore ,
these estates do not fully reali ze the benefit of the large r credit
under the new law using the will plan specified in this analysis.

A

will plan which resulted in a higher taxable esta t e at the first death
would increase the benef its from the new law for these smaller estates.
The $1, 000 , 000 , $1 , 500, 000 and $2 , 000 , 000 estates have tax liabilities
l a rge anough to utili ze the entire $62 , 800 tax credit at both deaths;
ther efore , the tax benefits for these estates a r e approximately eq ual .
Comparing across estate sizes, the benefits of the new l aw for the no
installment/no use valuation case decline slightly for the $3,000,000
estate, because of an increase in the state inhe ritance t ax for this
esta te.

As discussed above, there is no direct functional relationship

between the state tax and the change in the federal tax; therefore, for
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the purpose of this analysis, this slight decline in the no
installment/no use valuation case can be ignored.
In the second case, when the estate qualifies for installment
payment of tax, the results are similar to those in the no
installment/no use valuation case.

The value of installment payments is

a function of the tax credit because the amount of tax which can be
deferred at the four percent interest rate is equal to $342,800 minus
the tax credit.

Thus, lines 1 and 2 are approximately parallel because

they are each a funct ion of the same factors.

Accordingly, the relative

benefit from the new law is the same in both of these cases.

However ,

because the t ax tmder both the pre-1981 and post-1981 law is less when
the estates qualify for the installment provision, the absolute dollar
benefit from the new law is also less when the estates qualify for this
provision.

It is for this reason that line l lies below line 2.

In the case where esta tes qualify for use valuation, the benefits
from the new law are significantly different for the various s i ze
estates.

The smallest estate r eceives no benefit from the new law if

use valuation is used.

When estate size increases, the absolute tax

savings from the 1981 tax act also increase.

The $750,000 and

$1,000,000 size estates receive the same tax benefit ($15,800 as shown
in Table 4.11) which is equal to the increase in the tax credit used at
the second death.

The change in the use valuation provision in the 1981

law does not benefit these estates because for them, the previous
reduction limit of $500,000 was non-constraining.

The benefit from the

new law increases to approximately $28,500 for the $1 , 500 ,000 estate;
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this occurs because at the second death , the reduction in the val ue of
fa r mland is slightly over the allowable reduction in the pre- 1981 l aw .
The $2,000 , 000 farm estate , when it qualifies for use valuation,
r ece i ves a significant benefit (amounting to approximately $94 , 500) f r om
the new law , far sur passing the benefit received by the same estate not
qualifying for use valuation .

This occurs because at the wife ' s death ,

the use valuation limit is reached under the pre-1981 law, just as in
the $1 , 500 , 000 estate, because the larger estate exceeds the pre- 1981
use value limit by more than the smaller estate.

Finally , the largest

estate receives the greatest absolute benefit, totaling almost $175 , 000 ,
from the new law, when it qualifies for the use valuation

provision .

This occurs because t he $3 , 000,000 estate is large enough to utilize t he
$100, 000 increase in the reduction allowed by use valuation at both
spouses ' deaths.
When t he estates qualify for both special tax provisions , as shown
by line 4, the largest estate again receives the largest absolute
benefit while the smallest estate receives none.

Line 4 lies below

line 3 for the same reasons discussed earlier explaining why the line
corresponding to qualification for installment payment lies below the no
instal l ment/no use valuation line:

when the estate qualifies for the

installment payment , the tax is always less; therefore , absolute savings
from the new law decline while the r elative benefit remains the same .
Figure 4 . 2 shows the total t r ansfer costs for the six different
estates under the pre - and post - 1981 tax laws .

The cases in which t he

estates qualify for neither special tax provision and when they qualify
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Total transfer
costs ($)

1,200,000
1,100,000

Legend
nei ther tax provision:
pre-1981
post-1981 11111111o
use valuati on:
pre-1981 ~---•
post-1981 ~nr'"'n-

1,000,000
900,000
800 ,000
700,000
600,000

/

I

I

I

I

I

I

/

/

/

500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
0

500 750
Initial net
worth (thousand $)
Figure 4. 2.

1,000

1, 500

2 ,000

3,000

Total trans fe r costs for different size farm estates under
the pre-1981 and post-1981 tax law, assuming death occurs
in 1982
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for use valuation were chosen t o represent the compa ri son , because, as
seen in the previous discussion, it is in th ese cases that the most
notable changes in the financial consequences can be observed .
Assuming no spe ci al tax treatment, the line connecting the
corresponding transfer costs for t he various es t a t es , slopes upward for
both the pre- and pos t-1 981 laws.

This upward slope reflects the

inc r ease in estate size (consequentl y a l a r ge r tax liability) as well as
the inc r easing margi nal tax rate .

The fede r al tax liability has the

greatest effect on tot al transfer costs .

The tax r ate schedule for

these size estates is the same for both laws; thus , for the no
installment/no use val uation case the lines are parallel .

The gap

be tween the se two lines is approximately equal to the amotmt of increase
i n the unified credit or $1 5 , 800 in the immediate death situa tion.
The sma ll va ria t ions in thi s amount are a tt ri butable to the other
components of total transfe r costs discus sed ea rli er, such as t he s t ate
inheritance tax .
In the case where the estates qual i fy for use valuation , the
transfer costs are reduced dramatically.

Under the old law, the line

corresponding to use valuation is less steep than the line co rrespondi ng
to the no installment/no use valuation case .

As Boehlje (2) fo und, thi s

provision acts t o moderate the progr essive natur e of the tax sched ule by
providing l arger dollar tax savings t o big ger esta t es .

As shown by thi s

graph, the 1981 tax act strengthens this effect by further lessening the
slope in case 3 for the larger esta t es .

This situation occurs because

of t he increased limit on t he maximum all owable reduction from use
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valuation of farmland.

For estates with an initial ne t worth up to and

in cluding $1,500,000, the new limit increase provides no additional
benefits.

Alternatively, the $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 estates receive

a significant reduction in transfer costs from the change in the use
valuation provision.
In the ten-year projection, the estates have appreciated
substantially from the original net worth values and several changes
have occurred in the new tax law by this time.

First, the increases in

the unified credit have bec.1 completely phased in by the
husband ' s death, r eaching the maximum level of $192,800.

ti~

of the

Secondly, the

maximum level of the phased in use valuation reduction limit ($750,000)
has also bee n obtained.

Finally, the decrease in the marginal tax rate

for larger estates has also been phased in so that under the new law,
the highest marginal tax rate is 50 percent and is applicable to a
tentative tax base of $2,500,000 and over.
Table 4.12 summarizes the transfer costs associated with the size
variation under the pre-1981 and post-1981 law for the ten-year
projection.

The effect of the increased tax credit can be analyzed by

examining case 1, where estates do not qualify for any special tax
treatment .

By comparing the total federal tax column for the new law in

the ten-year projection (Table 4. 12) to the co rresponding total federal
tax column for the new law in the immediate death situation (Table
4. 11), it is evident that with no special tax

treat~n t,

each estate have increased in the ten-year pr ojection.

the taxes for
However, the

redu ction in taxes from the new law is greater, in both absolute and
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TAB LE4.12 TRANSl [R COSTS UND ER THE PRE- 198 1 AND POST-1981 LAWS FOR
DIHERrNr S IZ[ FARM ESTATES I N THE 10-Y[AR PROJECT ION
INI TIAL
NET

WORTH

( s)

-- -

CASE

lOTAL NONESTATE TAX
TRA NSFER
COSTS
PRE198 1

-

($)

TOTAL r EDERAL
ESTATE TAX
CHANGE
CHANCE OBLIGATION

POST198 1

( SJ

PR E1981

($)

POST1981

( $)

TOTAL
TRANSFER
COSTS
PRE1981

--------

( $)

CHANCE

POST1981

($)

500000
500000
500000
500000

-13?587
2 12 11 911
3
92729
9 41 66
4

1?2984
121337
89252
89252

9603
-14 3
3477
49 14

222 1142

750000
750000
750000
750000

1 225035
2 205245
3 17 3290
11 165818

215826
205767
1">5506
155506

9209
- 522
17784
103 12

408890
32559 1
2150011
162067

237975
19804 2
0
0

1000000
1000000
1000000
1000000

1
2
3
4

3424511
30 1396
258 153
23R98ll

3 12427
302368
2 31077
229896

30027
-972
2 7676
9084

61117 2
52 1933
383752
305765

1500000
1500000
1500000
1500000

1
2
3
4

609880
540225
1162836
428589

587946
546547
408035
397lJ76

2 193 4 105238 5
- 6322 95 49149
5480 1 796302
30613 711 399

2000000
2000000
2000000
2000000

1
2
3
4

923628
8701464
759779
687503

898088
860590
642324
600925

25540
9874
117455
86578

1552544 1237798 314 746 2476 172 2 135886
14 548 78 11911 880 259998 23253142 2055470
1275785 9 17819 357966 2035564 1560 14 3
1182565 877886 304679 18 70068 114788 11

340286
269872
4 75421
39 1257

3000000
3000000
3000000
3000000

1 16716119 1588986
2 16575ll7 1558915
3 1485469 1311111
4 144 3437 1274946

82663
98632
1711 358
168119 1

272 1637
2636 189
2411 253
23 14317

700275
69 1827
84241 2
784097

1

QUAL I FICAT ION FOR
CASE: 1
2 = QUALIF ICATION FOR
3 = QUALIFICATION roR
4 = QUAL I FICATION FOR

1 6659'~

588 17
1111 11 1

354729
287788
15 1546
138937

197093 157636
176739 111 048
89252 62294
89252 49685

1709 15
127549
2 15004
162067

633925
530836
388294
327885

45380 1
403809
155506
155506

1801 2 4
127027
232788
172379

41 7285
377352
149855
112968

193887
llll1581
2 33897
192797

953626
823329
611 2505
5t147ti 5

7297 12
679720
380932
311 2864

2239 14
14 3609
26 1573
20 1881

807 39 1
76711 58
514 760
474827

2ll4994
18 7491
28 154 2
236572

74109 148033
55402 1111 9 1
0 588 17
0 lll1771

2104025
2042994
1743199
16987 11

617612
593 195
668054
615606

1662265 1395337 266928
14 95 174 1 314005 18 11 69
1259 138 922795 336343
11 39988 872803 267 18 5

4393286
4293736
3896722
3751754

NEIT HER TAX PROVI S ION
l HE IN STALLM[ Nr PAYM[ NT rROV IS ION
Tll [ USE VALUAl ION PROVIS ION
BOrH S PECIAL TAX PROV I S IONS

36930 11
36019U9
30543 10
2973657
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relative terms , for the ten-year projection than for the immediate death
situation.

For instance, the percent r eduction in tax resulting f ran

the new tax law assuming the estates do not qualify fo r either tax
provis ion (calculated as the change in t ax divided by the tax inc urred
under the pre-1981 law) , ranges

fro~

ap pr oximately 29 percent for the

$500,000 esta t e down t o 3 pe r cent fo r th e $3 ,000 , 000 estate in the
immediate death situation . !

Alte r natively , the $500,000 es t ate , after

ten yea r s of apprecia t ion and the corresponding tax changes described
above , r eceives a 66 percenL reduction in tax from the new law .

This

percentage decreases, as estate size i ncreases , t o a level of 20 percent
for the $2,000, 000 estate but then rises t o 23 percent fo r the
$3 , 000 , 000 es tate.

This increase in the percent r eduction in tax from

the new l aw for the l argest estate occurs because of the change in the
upper marginal t ax rate.

Specifically , the decrease in the marginal t ax

r ate for taxable esta tes in excess of $2 , 500, 000 (as specified in the
1981 tax act), effects the tax liability at the wife's death , making th e
federal tax liability attributable to her estate lower than it would
have been unde r the pre-existing law .
Figure 4.3 depicts the reduc tion in total transfer costs resulting
from the new law in the ten-year projection.

The li nes co rrespondi ng t o

the no installment/no use valuation case and the case in which estates
qualify for the installment payment, slope upward as esta te s i ze
lThe dec line in this percent age across estate size results
because the va lue of fixed credit decreases in r elative terms as the t ax
liability inc r eases.
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Qualif ication:
(1) ne ither special tax provision
(2) installment payment of tax
(3) use valuation
(4) both tax provisions
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Figure 4.3.
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Reduction in total transfer c osts resulting from the 1981
tax act for dif f erent size farm estates under alternative
tax treatments: ten-year projection
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increases.

This occurs because the successively larger estates are able

to more fully utilize the tax credit at the first death:
use the entir e tax c r edit at the second death.
uses the full credit at both deaths .

all estates

The $2,000,000 estate

The benefits from the new law

(associa ted with the $2,000 , 000 estate ) are larger for the $3 , 000 ,000
estate because of the decrease in the marginal tax rate mentioned above .
The results, assuming the estat es qualify for the installme nt payment of
tax, parallel those for the no installment/no use valuation case for the
same reason identified in t he immedi ate death situation:
a function of the t ax Lr e dit.

both cases are

Since the tax liability is less when the

estate qualifies for the installment payment provision , the absolute
benefit fr om the new l aw is less in this case than it would have be en i f
the estate did no t qualify fo r installment.

For this reason, line 2

lies below line 1 .
When the estates qualify for use valuation , assuming the ten-year
projection, the results cha nge significantly but not to the same
relative degree as in the immediate death situation.

This is reflected

by the relatively narrower range between the four lines in Figure 4.3
than existed between the lines in Figure 4. 1.

Just as in the immediate

death situation, the smallest esta te r eceives less compa r at ive benefit
from the new law when it qualifies for use valuation than in the cases
in which it does not qualify for this provision.

Again , this occurs

because the smallest estate incurs no tax liability tm.der the
pre-existing law, assuming it qualifies for use valuation .
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Because of the combined effe ct of the use valuation provision and
the increased tax credit, the $750 , 000 estate incurs no tax liability in
the ten-year projection, whereas it did under the new law in the
immediate death situation.

This occurs because the tmified tax credit

has increase d sufficiently by the ten-year projection t o completely
offset the federal tax liability in the case where the estate qualifies
for use valuation.
In the immediate dea th situation , the tax benefits from the new law
for the $2,000,000 and $3, 0G0 ,000 estates are significantly greater when
these esta t es qualify for use valuat ion compared to the cases in which
they did not qualify .

For instance, the $3,000, 000 estate received a

$174,826 reduction in transfer costs from the new law when it qualified
for use valuation alone compared to a $20,236 reduction when it did not
qualify for either provision.

However, the difference in tax benefits

from the 1981 law for alternative tax treatments is not as great in the
ten- year proj ec tion for the two l a rgest estates.

After appreciation,

these estates far exceed the $750,000 use value reduction limit a nd thus
the change in the use valuation provision does not have as much relative
value as it did in the immediate death situation.

Again, the results

for the case in which the estates qualify for both provisions paral lel
those for the case in which the estat es qualify for use valuation
a l one.
Percent of parents' property received by heirs

The percent of

parents ' property received by hei r s is used in this section to summarize
the results discussed in the previous section.

This variable is
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calculated by dividing the value of the property received by heirs by
the estate's ori ginal net worth.

Since the value of the property

received by heirs is what is left of the original net worth after the
total transfer costs have been subtracted, the percent of parents'
property received by heirs is a f unction of the total transfer costs.
Therefore, the results observed in this section are substantiated and
explained in the preceding discussion on transfer costs.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the percent of parents' property received
by heirs resulting under
treatments:

th~

pre- and post-1981 law for alternative tax

qualifica tion for--neither special tax provision,

installment payment of tax, use valuation, and both tax provisions .
Each graph, which designates a particular size estate, contains the
results for both laws in the immediate death and ten-year projection
situations.
For the $500,000 estate, shown in the graph at the far left in
Figure 4.4, the gap between the lines corresponding to the immediate
death situation is largest when this estate qualifies for neither tax
provision.

This gap indicates that for the estate with an initial net

worth of $500,000, the tax savings resulting from the new law are
largest when the estate does not qualify for any special tax provision.
In this case, the new law has the effect of increasing the percent
received by heirs by three percentage points; whereas, if the same
estate qualifies for use valuation, it receives no increase in the
amount of property passed to heirs, from the new law.
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In the ten year projection, for the $500,000 estate , the pe r cent of

the parents' property received is substantially greater under the new
law than under the pre-existing legislation.

Assuming this estate does

not qualify for either tax provision ;, the 1981 law increases the
percent of parents' property received by 12 percentage points .

The

closeness between the lines corresponding to the new tax law, in the
immediate and ten year projection , suggests that the changes in the 1981
tax act are sufficiently generous to keep up with the 8 percent
appreciation rate specified in the model during this ten year period;
that is, for the $500, 000 esta te, the percent of parents' property
received by heirs is approximately equal in the immediate death and ten
year projec tion period (when the estate is substantially larger) .

For

all es t ates larger than this one , the percent of parents' property
received is greater in the immediate death situation than in the
ten- year projection.
The benefits from the new law for the $1,500, 000 estate, shown at
the far left in Figure 4.5, increase the percent of paren ts' property
received by approximately 2 percent for all tax treatments in the
immediate death situation.

Conversely, for the $2,000 , 000 estate, the

gap between the lines corresponding to the pre- and post 1981 law is not
uniform in width across the various tax treatment .

For this estate, the

gap widens considerably when the estate qualifies for use valuation.
This indicates that the $2,000,000 estate is the first of those analyzed
that is large enough to benefit from the use valuation limit increase ,
in the immediate death situation.

The $3,000,000 estate receives an
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even greater benefit from the change in the use valuat i on limit;

esta t e

se ttl ement under the 1981 tax act increases the percent of parents '
property received by heirs to 77 pe rc ent compared to 71 percent under
the prior law, assuming the estate qualifies for use valuation .
Figure 4.6 shows the pe r cent of parents' property received by heirs
plo tt ed across estate size in four gr aphs each representing alternative
tax treatments .

As

would be expected, in all cases the lines have a

negative slope.

For the immediate death cases when the estates do not

qualify for use va l uat ion (shown by the left two graphs in Tab l e 4 . 6) ,
the lines corresponding to the pre- and post-1981 law are paral l el .
This construction implies that the benefit from the new law, in terms of
the percent of parents ' property received by heirs , is constan t for all
farm sizes examined , assuming they do not qualify for use valua t ion .
The gap between the lines corresponding to the pre- and post- 1981
law is much wider in the ten-year projection assuming the es tates do not
qualify for use valuation than it is in the immediate death si tuation.
This indicates that after the increase in the tax credit is passed in ,
the new law will result in a significant increase in the wealth phased
to heirs, even for large estates.

In addition , the benefits from the

larger credit and changes in tax rates are greater for the largest and
smallest estates in the ten year projection:

the percent of parents '

property received by heirs is increased by 9 percentage points from the
new law for the $500,000 and $3 ,000,000 estates compared to 7 percentage
points for the $1,500,000 estate.

This situation occurs because (a) the

$15 , 800 increase in the unified tax credit offsets a grea ter percentage
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of the tax liability incurred by the smaller estates, and (b) the
decrease in the marginal tax rate for levels over 50 percent only
benefits taxable estates in excess of $2,500,000.

Therefore, in

r e l ative terms, transfer costs are reduced more for the "large" and
"small" estates as compared to the middle size estates.
Assuming that the estates qualify for use valuation, the two
largest estates ( $2, 000, 000 and $3, 000,000) receive the greates t benefit
from the new law, as me ntioned above.

Accordingly, the slope of the

line corresponding to use valuation in the immediate death situation i s
less steep for the new law than for the pre-existing tax law for the
two largest estates.

Thus, the 1981 tax act magnifies the effect of the

use val uation provision which existed under the prior law by further
counter-acting the progressive nature of the tax rate schedule .
Asset Mix Variation
Table 4.131 summarizes the total transfer costs tmder the
pre- 1981 and post-1981 tax law for three estates, each with an
initial net worth of $1,000,000 but with varying land/asset ratios of
75 percent, 50 percent and 25 percent (see Table 3.3).

The third

column, which represents the change in additional transfer costs,
contains negative figures in all but one situation.

As discussed in the

previous section, negative numbers indicate an increase in costs and in
lsince the estates with t00re land appreciate faster than those
with less land, analysis in the ten-year projection involves comparing
estates of different size and asset mix. Therefore, the ten- year
projection situation is not included in Table 4.13 because the effects
of asset composition are confounded by estate appreciation.
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TABLE 4. 13 TRANSFER COSTS UNDER THE PRE-1 981 AND POST - 1981 LAWS FOR
$1,000 , 000 FARM [STATES WITH DI FFERE NT LAND/ASSET RATIOS
LAN D/
ASSET
RAT IO

CASE

TOTAL NONESTATE TAX
TRANSFER
COSTS
PR[ 1981

( %)

(s )

POST1981

TOTAL FEDERAL
ESTATE TAX
CHANGE
CHANGE OBLIGATION

( $)

PRE1981

($)

POST1981

($)

TOTAL
TRANSFER
COSTS
PRE1981

($)

POST1981

CHANGE

( $)

IMM ED IATE DEATH:
75
75
75
75

1
2
3
4

50
50
50
50

1
2
3
4

98121
96426
835511
85571

25
25
25
25

1
2
3
4

9812 1
96426
87645
90542

104398 102835
96426 96455
79705 80042
80850 80906

QUALi
CASE: 1
QUALi
2
3 = QUALi
4 = QUALi

1563 17726 1 151125
- 29 134222 1111082
-337 5116145 388145
-56 42326 30088

26 136
20 140
15800
12237

281659
230648
134350
123176

253960
2 10537
1 18887
110994

27699
20 11 1
15463
12 18 1

981199
96455
83889
8561ti

-378 177261 151 125
- 29 134222 11 4082
-335 90715 74915
-43 69414 57324

26 136
20140
15800
12090

275382
2306 48
174269
154985

249624
210537
158804
142938

25758
20 111
15465
12047

98499
96454
87963
90575

- 378 17726 1 151 125
- 28 134222 114082
-318 130640 112804
-33 99525 85633

26 136
20140
17836
13892

275382
230648
218285
190067

249624
210536
200767
176208

25758
20 112
175 18
13859

FI CAT I ON
FI CAT I ON
FICAT ION
FI CAT I ON

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

NEITH ER TAX PROVISION
THE INSTALLMENI PAYMENT PROVISION
THE USE VALUATION PROVISI ON
BOTH SPECIAL TAX PROVISIONS
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most cases are att ributable to an increase in the state inheritance tax
at the second death.
The positive figure in the third column, corresponding to the
75 percent land estate, when it does not qualify for either tax
provision, occurs because of a significa nt decrease in liquid ity loss
(see Appendix II).

This decline in liquidity loss results from the

decrease in the federal tax liability.

As discussed in t he previous

section on the asset mix variation, the 75 percent land es tate suffers
gr eate r liquidi t y losses t h.:tu the other estates because it is comprised
of less liquid assets than the other estates.

Therefore, the decrease

in federal es tate tax is especially beneficial to this esta te.
Assuming the estates do not qualify for either tax provis ion , the
reduction in federal tax from the 1981 law (column six) is the same for
all three farms , in both absolute and relative terms.

This reduction

amounts t o $26,136 or a 15 percent reduction i n tax.

When the estates

qualify for installment payment, the reduction in tax is again the same
for all three estates, amounting to $20,140 or a 15 percent reduction in
tax from the new law.

These res ult s are expected because it is only

when the estat es qualify for use valuation that any differences in
federal tax arise among the estates with different asset com positions.
The results change significantly when the estates qualify for use
valuation.

While the dollar benefit from the new law is appr oximatel y

equal (amounting to the change in tax credit used at the second death)
for all three estates, the percent redu ction in tax received by each
estate is different because the tax incurred under the pre-existing law
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is different among estates.

For instance , the 75 percent land estate

rec eives a $15,80 0 reduction which represents a 30 percent reduction in
tax from the $54,645 liability incurred under the pre- 1981 law.

The

50 percent land farm also receives a $15,800 reduction in taxes, but
thi s fig ure represents a 17 percent reduction in the pre-1981 level of
$130,640.

The 25 percent land estate receives a $17,836 reduction

because some of the increased credit is used at the first death;
however , this benefit represents only a 14 percent decrease in taxes.
Therefore, in absolute t erms , the 25 percent land estate receives a
slightly greater ben efit f rom the new law when it qualifies for use
valuation than the other estates, however, the 75 percent land estate
receives the greatest percent reduction from the new law because it has
the smallest liability under the pre-exi sting law.
When the estates qualify for both provisions, the absolute benefit
from the new l aw is greater for all estates than when the estates
qualify for use valuation

~lone.

However, as indicated earlier,

qualification for the insta llment payment provision has the same
relative benefit (for a particular estate) under the pre-1981 and
post-1981 law.

Therefore, the percent reduction in tax from the new law

is the same when the estate qualifies for both provisions as it is when
the estate qualifies for use valuation alone.

Thus, the 25, 50, and

75 percent land estates receive a percent reduction in tax f rom the new
law of 14 , 17, and 30 percent, respectively, when they qualify for both
tax provisions .
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The change in total transfer costs are reflected in Figure 4.7
which shows the perce nt of parents' property received by heirs for the
estates with different asset mixes.

Each graph, which designates a

particular tax treatment, shows the results for the pre-1981 and
post-1981 tax law for the immediate death situation.
When the estates do not qualify for either tax provision, shown in
the graph at the far left, the percent of parents' property received by
heirs is the same for all asset mixes under the new law.

However,

compared to the pre-existi1.5 law, the 7 5 percent land estate receives a
greater benefit from t he new law because of the decrease in the
liquidity loss mentioned above.
Assuming the estates qualify for use valuation, the results found
in the previ ous asset mix section are reflected in the two right graphs
in Figure 4.7.

The 7S percent land estate receives the greatest percent

of parents' property received by heir because it has the most farmla nd.
The 25 percent farm, with the least acreage, transfers less
property to the heirs than the other estates within this variation.
With respect to the impact of the new law, the two lines corresponding
to the pre-1981 and post-1981 laws are parallel.

This indicates that

for an estate with an initial net worth of $1,000,000, the effect of
leverage existing under the pre-1981 law (identified by Boehlje (2)) ,
persists under the new law.

Furt hermore, for the estate size examined

here, the effect is neither st rengthened nor lessened.

However, one

might expect this effect to intensify for estates which are large enough
to utilize the increase in the use valuation limit.

Figure 4.7.
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Percent Equity Variation
Table 4.141 summarizes the transfer costs under the pre-1981 and
post-1981 law for the percent equity varia tion (se e Table 3.5).

In

this variation, the owner's equity l evel s are 100 , 80 and 60 percent,
reflecting different financial struct ures.

The initial net worth for

each estate is $1,000,000 while the size of the gros s estate increases
with increased leverage .
As seen in the asset mix variation, there are several negative
figures in the third column, indicating an increase in the additiona l
transfer costs unde r the new law .

Again , this increase is primarily

attributable to the state inheritance tax.

In addition, as a result of

the decrease in federal tax from the new law, the amount of property
passed t o the surviving spouse is increas ed.

Therefore, the settlenent

costs at the second dea th are also higher, as they are based on the size
of the gross estate.
In terms of the change in total trans fer cos ts, the difference in
the absolut e benefits from the new law are insignificant for the farms
with different financial structures , assuming they do not qualify for
use valuation.

The slight differences which do occur result f rom

differences in settlement costs which affect the size of the taxable
es tate and hence the tax liability .

In terms of the relative benefit

lsince the estates which use 11¥:>re debt appreciate faste r than
those with less debt, analysis in the ten-year projection involves
comparing est ates of different size and financial structure. Therefore,
the ten-year projection is not inc luded in Table 4.14 because the
effects of the financial structure are confounded by estate
apprecia tion .
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TABLE 4 . 14 TRANSFER COSTS UND ER TllE PRE-1981 AND POST-1981 LAWS FOR
$1 ,000 , 000 FARM ESTAT ES WITH DIFFERENT EQUITY RATIOS
EQUITY
RATIO

CASE

TOfAL NONESTATE TAX
TRANSFER
COSTS
PRL1981

( %)

---

($)

POST1981

TOTAL FEDERAL
ESTATE TAX.
CHANGE OBLIGATION
CHANGE

( $)

PRE198 1

( $)

POST1981

( $)

TOTAL
TRANSFER
COSTS
PRE198 1

( $)

POST1981

CHANGE

( $)

IMM ED IATf OEATll:
100
100
100
100

l
2
3
4

104398 l 2835
961126 96455
79705 80042
80850 80906

1563 177261 15 11 25
- 29 134222 114082
- 337 5ll645 38845
- 56 42326 30088

26 136
20 1110
15600
12237

28 1659
230648
134350
123176

253960
210537
11 8887
11 0994

27699
20 111
1546 3
12 181

80
80
80
80

1
2
3
4

117 341 11 5509
10853 5 108562
89053 89389
891195 89542

1832 173531 147961
-27 131613 111 828
531rn
- 336 24 140
-47 18728
6470

25570
19784
15800
12257

290872
240 148
113193
108223

263470
220390
97729
96012

27402
19757
15464
122 10

60
60
60
60

1
2
3
4

139064
128/97
107821
107885

2208 167269 142579
- 2 1 127081 107887
3467
3418
0
353 1
2637
0

24690
19195
3418
2637

306333
255878
111239
110522

279435
236 705
1043 54
104354

26898
19174
6885
6 168

CASE : 1
2
3
4

136856
1:'8818
104354
104354

F ICAl ION
= QUALi
QU ALI F ICATION
ICATION
= QUALIF
QUALi FI CAT I ON

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

NEI THER TAX. PROVI S ION
THE IN STALLMENf PAYMENT PROV ISION
THE USE VALUATION PROVISION
BOTH SPECIAL TAX PROVISIONS
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from the new l aw, each estate receives a 15 percent reduction in tax
from the new law when they do not qualify for use valuation .
Assuming the estates do qualify for use valuation , the benefits
from the new law are different, in absolute terms, for farms with
different financial structures.

The full equity and 80 percent equity

farms each receive a $15 , 800 reduction in tax (equal to the change in
the tax credit) from the new law, while the 60 percent equity farm
receives only a $3,418 reduction.

This occurs because the most

leveraged farm has a t ax liability of only $3,418 greater than the tax
credit under the old law.

Therefore, only this portion of the increased

credit is needed to completely eliminate the tax for the most leveraged
farmers.
Accordingly, the percent reduction in tax from the new law is
100 percent for the 60 percent equity farm .

Alternatively, the

100 percent and 80 percent equity farms receive a 30 percent and
65 percent reduction in tax, respectively.

Thus, in relative terms, the

benefits from the new law increase with increased debt utilization, when
the estates qualify for use valuation .

However, this benefit from debt

utilization is tempered by the associated increase in settlement costs.
Figure 4.8 shows the percent of parents' property received by
heirs after the total transfer cos ts have been s ubtracted.

In the two

left graphs, where the estates do not qualify for use valuation, the
lines slope downward.

This indicates that the increased settlement

costs associated with the leveraged farms are significant enough to
reduce the percent of parents' property r eceived by the heirs.

Figure 4.8.
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Alternatively, when the estates qualify for use valuation, the lines
slope upward.

Therefore, the tax benefits from having more farmland

(and more debt) offset the negative effect of the increased settlement
costs associated with a larger gross estate.
With respect to the consequences of the new law, the lines
corresponding to the pre-1981 and post-1981 laws are parallel in each
tax treatment.

This indicates that the new law does not strengthen or

weaken the effect that financial structure has on transfer costs that
existed under the previous

l~w .

Again, results could be significantly

different for an esta te size which was large enough to exceed the
pre-1981 use valuation limit .
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CHAPTER V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Economic Tax Recovery Act of 1981 is a major piece of tax
legislation that will have a substantial impact on farm estate tax
liabilities.

The focus of this study is to quantify the effect that the

1981 act will have on farms with different characteristics.

In

addition, these results are compared with those which would have
occurred under the pre-existing tax law in order to gauge the relative
impact of the new law.

Such information will be useful in drawing

inferences about the possible effect of the new law on the structure of
agriculture.
The proc edure entails creation of a base scenario which can be
described as a "typical" Iowa farm.

This scenario is modeled into three

groups of variations designed explicitly to slx>w the relationship
between estate characteristics and transfer costs.

The variations

include size, in which the farm's initial net worth is parameterized;
asset mix, in which the land to total asset ratio is varied; and percent
equity, in which the us e of debt is parameterized .

An estate planning

model is used to simulate the financial consequences for estate
transfers.

The scenarios are evaluated for alternative tax treatments,

with respect to the use valuation and the installment payment of tax
provisions, and for the pre-1981 and post-1981 tax law.

The transfer

costs are measured with s everal response variables which enhance
interpretation of the results.
The results from the scenario variations evaluated under the 1981
law indicate that estate characteristics, specifically size, asset
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The results from the scenario variations evaluated under the 1981
law indicate that estate characteristics, specifically size, asset
composition, and financial structure, influence transfer costs.

For

example , in the size variation, the largest estates incur proportionally
gr eater tax liabilities than estates of smaller net worth because of the
progressive tax rate schedule .

However, assuming the estates qualify

for special use valuation and installment payment of tax, the tax
obligation in absolute terms is reduced dramatically for the larger
estates, and to a lesser degree for the smaller estates.

Accordingly,

by qualifying for these provisions, the percent of parents' property
received by heirs increases more for the larger estates than it does for
the smaller estates.

Thus, as indicated in Boehlje's study (2), these

provisions counteract the progressive tax rate schedule.
The results for estates with different asset mixes are almost
identical if the estates do not qualify for use valuation .

However , the

estates with a greater proportion of land to total assets incur higher
liquidity losses because by model assumption, a higher loss is attached
to the sale of real estate than to business assets.

The estates with

mo r e acreage receive the greater absolute and relative benefits fran
qualifying for use valuation.

Accordingly, the percent of parents '

property received by heirs is larger for an estate with more farmland
than one of comparable net worth and less acreage.
The results for the percent equity variation parallel those in the
asset mix variation.

Since the leveraged estates have a larger gross

estate (assuming initial net worth is constant) they incur larger
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settlement costs than a full equity farm.

The larger settlement costs

are substantial enough to make the percent of the parents' property
received by heirs smaller for the a.:>re leveraged farm ass uming the
estates do not qualify for use valuation.

However, an estate with IIDre

qualified farmland and rore debt receives a greater tax benefit from use
valuation than a full equity estate of comparable net worth.

This

occurs because the benefits from use valuation accrue to both the debt
and equity portions of the land.
financial leverage

ass o cia t~d

However, the tax savings from

with use valuation are tempered by

increased settlement costs; thus, the percent of the parents' property
received by the heirs is not substantially increased by debt utilization
for the $1,000,000 estate analyzed in this study.
Comparing the above results to the financial consequences resulting
under the pre-1981 law indicates the relative impact of the new
legislation on different farm estates.

When the estates do not qualify

for use valuation, the cha nge in the federal tax from the new law is a
function of the increased tax credit and the will plan specified in the
model.

In terms of estate size, the absolute benefit from the new law

increases slightly with increases in net worth.

This occurs because the

smaller estates do not fully utilize the $62,800 tax credit at the first
death.

Thus, as estates get larger, the benefits from the new law

increase as more of the credit is utilized at the first death.

Yet, the

fact that the smaller estates incur tax liabilities at the second death
and do not use the full credit at the first death indicates that the
will plan used in this study is sub-optimal f or the smaller estates
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under the 1981 law.

Conceivably, if a will is designed for each estate

so that the full credit is used at both deaths, the absolute benefit
from the new law will be approximately the same for all estate sizes.
Since the will plan used in this analysis (one-half to spouse in trust,
one-half to spouse in fee simple) is not tmcomroon, this result suggests
that estate planning revisions may be necessary to capture the potential
benefits from the new law.
Even though the larger estates receive a greater absolute benefit
from the new law, a

~reat~r

percent reduction in tax (calculated as the

change in tax divideu by the pre-1981 tax liability) to the smaller
estates.

This occurs because they have a smaller tax liability under

the pre-1981 law than the larger estates do.

Therefore, if a will is

designed for the smaller estates to utilize the increase in the tax
credit at both deaths, then the percent reduction in tax from the new
law will be substantially greater for the smaller estates (as compared
to the larger estates).
In the ten-year projection, after the estates have appreciated and
the tax credit increases designated in the 1981 act have been comple tely
phased in, the absolute and relative benefits from the new law are
greater than in the immediate death situation, assuming no special tax
treatment.

The percent of parents' property received by heirs is

substantially higher than it would have been under the pre- exis ting
legislation.

For example, when the $500,000 estate does not qualify for

special tax treatment, the percent of parents' property received by the
heirs is 12 percentage points higher under the new versus the old law;
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whereas in the immediate death si tuation , the new law increases the
percent of parents' property received by heirs by 3 percentage points.
In fact, for this estate size, the percent of parents ' prope rty received
by heirs under the 1981 law is the sane in the immediate death and
ten-year proj e ction situations .

This implies that for a $500,000

estate, the increase in the unified credit, specified by the 1981 act,
keeps up with the 8 percent inflation rate assumed in the oodel.

For

estates with an initial net wor th greater than $500,000, the percent of
parents' prope rty rece ived by heirs is less in the ten-year projection
than in the immediate death situation.
In sum, the increase in the unified cred it decreases the federal
tax liabilities for all estate sizes.

Correspondingly, the liquidity

losses associated with the estate transfers also de cline under the new
law.

These benefits translate into an increase in the percent of the

parents' property which is ultimately received by heirs.

This

percentage increase, for the es tate sizes examined, ranges between 1 and
3 percentage points in the immediate death situation and between 7 and
12 percentage points in the ten-year proje ctions, assuming no special
tax treatment .

Thus, more property (including farmland) may be passed

to subsequent generations under the 1981 law than could have been
transferred under the pre-existing legislation.

Using Matthews' and

Stock's logic (20), this situation will result in fewer fa rming
opportunities for those who do not inher it farmland.

However , whether

or not farmland is sold during an estate transfer not only depends on
the transfer costs but also the intentions of the heirs.

If they do not
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wish to continue the farmi ng operation beyond their parents' demise,
then farmland may be sold even if no tax liability is incurred.
In the case where the estates qualify for the installment payment
provision, the tax benefit from the new law is still a function of the
increase in the tax credit and the will plan.

The amount of tax

~ich

can be deferred is proportional to the business assets which are
constant (equal) for a given estate under the pre-1981 adn post-1981
law.

Thus, the value of deferring a tax liability is a constant

proportion--under both the old and new law--of the federal estate tax.
It follows that while the absolute federal tax liability is different
under the pre-1981 and post-1981 law, the relative value of the
installment payment provision is unaffected by the change in the federal
tax legislation .

Therefore, the percent reduction in tax from the 1981

law is the same when an estate qualifies for the installment payment
provision and when an estate does not qualify for this provision.
However, the absolute tax savings from the new law are less when an
estate qualifies for the installment payment provision than when it does
not qualify for the provision.

Since a portion of tax liability is

deferred at an artificially low interest rate, installment payments
effectively reduce the tax obligation.

Th.us, under both the pre-1981

and post-1981 law, qualification for this provision results in a lower
tax; accordingly, the absolute benefit from the new law is also lo"Ner
when the estate qualifies for installment payments .

Finally, the

results under the pre-1981 and post-1981 law are approximate ly the same
for estates with different asset mixes or financial structures, assuming
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they qualify for just the ins tallment payment provision or for neither
tax provision.

Thus, under these conditions, the new law exerts no

differential impact on estates of varying asset composition or debt
utilization.
If the farm estates qualify for use valuation, the benefits frcm
the 1981 tax act differ substantially for the various farm sizes.

The

largest estate receives the greatest absolute reduction in federal tax
from the new law; tha t is , when the $2,000,000 and $3,000 ,000 estates
qualify for use valuation ,
dramatically.

l~1e

tax savings from the new law increase

The bene fits added from the new law accruing to the large

estates are twofold.

First, these estates are large enough to benefit

from the inc rease in the maximum allowable use value reduction limit
initiated in the 1981 act .

Since allowing a greater reduction in land

valuation further reduc es the size of the taxable esta t e , the new law
results in a smaller tax liability as well as a lower tax bracket.
Secondly, as noted above, only the large estates of those examined had
tax liabilities large enough to fully utilize the increased tax credit
at both deaths.
Conversely, the smaller estates, up through an initial net worth
of $1,000,000, receive comparatively more benefit from the new law if
they don't qualify for use valuation.

This occurs because qualifica tion

fo r use valuation reduces the tax liability to a point where these
estates do not use as much of the unified credit as they do without
qualifying for this provision.

For instance, when the $500,000 estate

qualifies for use valuation it receives no tax savings from the new law
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because use valuation eliminates the tax under the pre-existing law,
thus no further reduction in tax is possible.

In addition, the use

valuation limit 1.mder the pre-existing law is non-constraining for these
estates so the increase in this limit has no value for them .
In sum , when farm estates qualify for special use valuation, the
larger estates receive a greater absolute benefit frooi the new law than
smaller estates.

Furthermore, the result s in this analysis suggest that

the 1981 tax law magnifies the effect of use valuation (as quantified by
Boehlje (2)) by further couuc:eracting the progressive nature of the tax
rate schedule .

In

a dd~tion,

the changes in tax consequences

attributable to the increase in the use valuation reduction limit have
other implica tions for the structure of agriculture.

Several possible

impacts of the use valuation provision were identified by writers when
the provision was initiated in 1976.

Since the 1981 act strengthens the

the effects of the use valuation provision, these writers' arguments can
be extended to draw inferences about the possible impact of the new
law .
One argument is that the benefits from use valuation are
capitalized into the bid price of farmland.

Sisson (26) states that

"the net effect of the special farm valuation rules will be to
capitalize at least part of the estate tax reductions into future land
values, which will make farm entry more difficult."

Boehlje and

Harl (6) quantified the capitalized value or bid premium corresponding
t o the use valuation benefits for investors with different life
expectancies.

The results indicated that the present value of the
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benefit s from use valuation are large r fo r olde r farmers because less
time elapses before they r eceive the benefits .

They conclude that ,

. use valuation legisla tion could enable older farmers to outbid
younger farme rs for a particular parcel of land , based stric tly on the
value of the t ax benefits each would r eceive ."

Matthews and Stock ( 20)

support a similar view, stating that "the beginning fa rmer will likely
face higher land prices, which reflect the capi talized advantages
offered wealthy persons who want to r educe the esta t e tax impact."
Since the increase in the lllCiximum allowable reduction from use valuation
augments the potenti a l benefi t s from this provision, the 1981 act will
result in a potential increase in the bid premium identified by several
writers.

Applying the above reasoning, the use valuation limit will

lead to increased real es t ate prices.
A related argument is that the use valuation provision encourages
farme rs to increase their land holdings.

This occurs becau se existing

farmer s who can qualify fo r this prov ision have tax incent ives t o buy
more fa rmland , up t o the point where they obtain the maximum allowable
reduction from use valuation .

Based on this argument, the increase in

the use valuation limit will provide incentives for farmers to increase
their land holdings even more .

With respect to the 1976 legislation,

Matthews and Stock (20) assert that use valuation "encourages qualified
farmers to expand their land owne r s hip rather than to diversify assets
into retirement plans, stocks , and bonds ."

Boehlje notes that the use

valuation provision "discourages liquidity planning on the part of
farmers because the purchase of an illiquid asset--farmland--receives
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special tax benefits."

These arguments suggest that the use valuation

provision influences investment decisions through the special tax
treatment applied t o farmland.

The associated increase in demand for

farmland could exert upward pressures on the price of real es t ate .
Finally, Sisson (26) argues that larger farms receive greater benefits
from use valuation.

They can bid real estate away from smaller farmers .

He concludes that "the use valuation rules act to encourage a situation
characterized by fewer and larger farms, and provide less opportunity
for the creation of moderate-sized, owner-operated farms on a scale
which reflects one lifetime 's wealth accumulation."
Several other arguments surrounding the use valuation provision
s tem from the eligibili ty rules set forth in the provision.

These

issues include the potential impact of use valuation on encouraging
outside investment, influencing tenure arrangements, and tying farmland
to particular families during the fifteen-year recapture pe riod .

The

results of this study sugges t that the 1981 tax law may inc rease the
pecuniary incentives f or qualifying for the use valuation provision and
avoiding the recapture.

However, analyzing the effect of the changes in

the eligibility rules specified in the new law is beyond the scope of
this paper.
The above discussion pertains primarily to the interaction between
use valuation and estate size.

Boehlje (2) indicated that the use

valuation provision encourages the use of financial leverage and favored
farms with a greater percentage of land to total assets .

The results in

this study indicate that a simila r differential exists for estates with
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various asset compositions a nd fi nancial structur es under the 1981
legislation.

However , for the esta t e size analy zed in the asset mix and

percent eq ui ty va r iations, the effect identified by Boehlje is
maintained but not strengthened by the new law, as it was in the size
variation.
Further research is needed to evaluate the impact of the 1981 tax
act on the potential tax liabilities a s sociated with farms that have
alte rna t ive asset compo s itions and financial structures, which are large
enough to benefit from the use valua tion limit i ncrea se .
In the introduc tion of this pape r, it is asserted that esta t e taxes
can ultimately affect the structure of agriculture.

One way in which

the esta t e t axe s may influence the agricultural sector is by providing
pecuniary incentives for farmers to modify certain estate
cha r acteristics in order to reduce the potential tax l iability .
Research is ne e ded to verify and measure the influence that a potential
tax liability has on a farmer's deci sions .

Measuring this effect at the

fi rm level would give insight into ascertaining the aggregate impact of
estate taxe s on certain dimensions of the agricultural sector such as
resource pricing and allocation.
As mentioned above, Boehlje and Harl (6) calculated the benefits
from the use valuation provision on a per acre basis for inves t ors with
different li fe expectancies, while in th is study the spouses ' ages are
held constant for all scenarios examined.

Since Boehlje's and Harl 's

calculations indicate that the farme r' s age can significantly influence
the po t ent ial bid premium associated with the use valuation tax benefits
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for a farmland investment, the benefits from the use val uation reduction
limit inc rease should be incorpo rated into these calcula tions.
In addition , the consequences of the changes in the eligibility
rules in the use valuation and installment provisions need to be
determined .

For instance, the relaxation in the active management

requirement can be expected to increase the number of estates which
qualify fo r the use valuation provision.

The decrease in the recapture

period and the two-year gr ace period specified in the 1981 Act will
reduce t he incidence of recapture .

With respect to the installment

payment of tax provi sion, the reduction in the amotmt of property in an
es tat e which must be a part of a "closely held family business" is
expect ed to increase the number of estates which qualify for deferred
payment of tax.

These changes meri t investigation since each may have

significant impact on the agricultur al sector.
Further research should be directed at assessing the burden of
es tate transfer costs outside of the federal tax liability.

The results

in t his study suggest that additional transfer costs are a more
significant cost than the federal tax liability for a $500,000 estate .
As such, reducing these non-estate transfer costs may be a better

approach to aiding small farmers in an intergenerational transfer than
reducing the federal tax liability.
Finally, several parameters in this study, such as will
specification and marital divisions of property are held constant in
order t o isolate the effect that s i ze, asset composition, and financial
s truc ture has on the financial consequences resulting from
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intergenerational transfers of farm estates.

Alternatively, a different

procedure could be used to analyze the effect of some other changes made
in estate tax law.

For instance, under the 1981 legislation, gifting

between spouses is tax free.

This change reduces some of the

disincentives associa t ed with reapportioning property owners hip between
husband and wife .

Thus, estate planners will have more flexibility in

modifying this aspect of the fa rm estate , which in some instances can
have a signif icant impact on the potential tax liability.

Accordingly,

research should be directed a t finding the distribution of property
between spouses whi ch wil l reduce the potential tax liabili ty for
va rious estat e situa tions .
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APPENDIX I.

INITIAL
NET
WORTH

CASE

LIQUIDITY LOSSES UNDER THE PRE-1981 AND POST-1981
LAWS FOR DIFFERENT SIZE FARM ESTATES IN THE
IMMEDIATE DEATH SITUATION
LIQUID I TY
LOSS
AT HUSBAND'S
DEATH
CHANGE
PRE-

( $)

POST-

PRE-

1981

1981

( $)

( $)

( $)

LIQUIDITY
LOSS
AT WIFE'S
DEATH
CHANGE
POST-

PRE-

1981

1981

( $)

( $)

( $)

TOTAL
LIQUIDITY
LOSS
CHANGE
POST-

1981

( $)

1981
( $)

( $)

500000
500000
500000
500000

1
2
3
4

705
705
705
705

705
705
705
70?

0
0
0
0

3900
733
388
388

2892
666
388
388

1008
67
0
0

4605
1438
1093
1093

3597
1371
1093
1093

1008
67
0
0

750000
750000
750000
750000

1
2
3
4

981
981
981
98 1

981
981
981
981

0
0
0
0

10099
1552
2252
764

7311
1491
1244
623

2788
61
1008
141

11080
2533
3233
1745

8292
2472
2225
1604

2788
61
1008
141

1000000
1000000
1000000
100 000 0

1
2
3
4

2 388
13 27
1257
12 57

1257
1257
1257
1257

1131
70
0
0

17155 14905
2354 2317
4239 3231
1366 1240

2250
37
1008
126

19543 16162
3681 3574
5496 41rn8
2623 2497

3381
107
1008
126

1500000
1500000
1500000
1500000

1
2
3
4

5647
2056
180 8
1808

4059
1966
1808
1808

1588
90
0
0

32056 30320
3914 3896
9096 7322
2769 2521

1736
18
1774
248

37703 34379
5970 5862
10904 9130
4577 4329

3324
108
1774
248

2000000
2000000
2000000
2000000

1
2
3
4

8868
2774
3070
2449

6880
2677
2361
2361

1988
97
709
88

48475 47514
9209 9964
16948 11979
4591
3943

961
-755
4969
648

57343 54394
11983 12641
20018 14340
7040 6304

2949
-658
5678
736

3000000
3000000
3000000
3000000

1
2
3
4

15713 12789
4229 4117
9549 5639
4063 3750

2924
112
3910
313

86398
27968
49362
15070

CASE: 1
2
3
4

QUALi
QUALi
QUALi
QUALi

FI CAT I ON
FI CAT ION
FI CAT I ON
FI CAT ION

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

85736
29925
33867
11764

662 102111 98525 3586
-1957 32197 34042 -1845
15495 58911 39506 19405
3306 19133 15514 3619

NEITHER TAX PROVISION
THE INSTALLMENT PAYMENT PROVIS I ON
THE USE VALUATION PROVISION
BOTH SPECIAL TAX PROVISIONS
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APPENDIX II.

INITIAL
NET
WORTH
(SJ

CASE

LIQUIDITY LOSSES UNDER THE PRE-1981 AND POST-1981
LAWS FOR DIFFERENT SIZE FARM ESTATES IN THE
10-YEAR PROJECTION
LIQU IDI TY
LOSS
AT HUSBAND'S
DEATH
CHANGE
PR[1981
( SJ

---

POST198 1
($)

( $)

LIQUIDITY
LOSS
AT WIFE'S
DEATH
CHANGE
PRE1981

( $)

POST1981
($)

( $)

TOTAL
LIQUIDITY
LOSS
CHANGE
PRE1981

POST1981

( $)

($)

( $)

1
2
3
14

14 55
12 37
1225
1?25

1225
1225
1225
1225

230
12
0
0

36349
52111
6708
3565

12887 23462
4970
277
2970 3738
2970
595

37804
6ti84
7933
1n90

14112
6 195
L1195
4195

23692
289
3738
595

750000
750000
750000
750000

1
2
3
4

44 111
1939
1819
1819

1819
1819
1819
1819

2595
120
0
0

6720 1
16593
32968
7135

421142 25059
1768 3 -1 090
5786 27 182
5786 1349

71615
18 532
34787
8954

43961
19502
7605
7605

27654
- 970
27 182
1349

1000000
1000000
1000000
1000001)

2

l

3

7382
2658
24 35

2435
211 35
2435
2435

4947 102525
223 47506
0 62284
0 14737

74057 281168 109907
49598 -2092 50 164
23047 39237 64719
9606 5131 17172

76492
52033
25482
12041

33 41 5
- 1869
39237
5131

1500000
1500000
1500000
1500000

1
2
3
4

l 71 9ll
4082
7603
3940

3650 13 544 176794 150087 26707 193988 153737
432 119677 123087 - 3410 123759 126737
3650
3638 3965 13241 7 86378 46039 140020 900 16
3638
302 79288 6 19 19 17369 83228 65557

40251
- 2978
50004
17671

2000000
2000000
2000000
2000000

1
2
3

lj

28128
5619
137 76
541 1

8411 19717 262704 23 16 54 31050
51 38
481 208457 201122 7335
4848 8928 2 19296 160520 58776
4848
563 158138 133520 24618

50767
7816
67704
25 181

3000000
3000000
3000000
3000000

1
2
3
4

51777 20086 31691
11 386 10691
695
32769 11 729 2 1040
8347 7598
749

500000
500000
500000
500000

4

2 11 ~5

469 174
425979
423147
3641 09

399731
360145
323486
29 1966

691443
65834
9966 1
72143

290832
214076
233072
16 3549

240065
206260
165368
138368

52095 1
437365
4559 16
372456

419817 101 134
370836 66529
3352 15 12070 1
299564 72892

CASE: 1 = QUALi FI CAT I ON FOR NEITHER TAX PROVISION
QUALIFICATION FOR THE INSTALLMENT PAYMENT PROVISION
2
QUALi F I CAT I ON FOR THE USE VALUATION PROVISION
3
4 = QUAL I FICATION FOR BOTH SPECIAL TAX PROVISIONS
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LIQUIDITY LOSSES UNDER THE PRE-1981 AND POST-1981
LAWS FOR $1,000,000 FARM ESTATES WITH DIFFERENT
LAND/ASSET RATIOS

APPENDIX III.

LAND/
ASSET
RATIO

LIQUIDITY
LOSS
AT HUSBAND'S
CASE
DEATH
CHANGE
PR E198 1

( %)

($)

POST198 1
($)

($)

LIQUIDITY
LOSS
AT WI FE'S
DEATH
CHANGE
PRE1981

( $)

POST1981
( $)

( $)

TOTAL
LIQUIDITY
LOSS
CHANGE
PR E1981
( $)

POST1981
( $)

( $)

IMM ED IATE DEAHi:
75
75
75
75

1
2
3
4

2 388
1327
1? 57
1257

125 /
1257
1257
1257

1131
70
0
0

171 55 14905
2354 23 17
4239 323 1
1366 1240

2250

37

1008
126

195 43 16 162
368 1 3574
5496 41+88
2623 2497

3381
107
1008
126

50
50
50
50

2

1

3
4

2388
1327
1257
1257

1257
1257
1257
1257

1 131
70
0
0

11 343 10890
2354 23 17
6677 5668
1748 1656

453
37
1009
92

1373 1 12 14 7
3681 3574
7934 6925
3005 2913

1584
107
1009
92

25
25
25
25

1
2
3
4

2 388
1327
1482
1276

1257
1257
1257
1257

11 31
70
225
19

11 343 10890
2354 2317
91 54 8256
2073 2008

453
37
898
65

13731 12 14 7
3681 3574
10636 9513
3349 3265

1584
107
11 23
84

10- YEAR PROJ ECT ION:
75
75
75
75

1
2
3
4

7382
2658
24 35
2113 5

2435
2435
2435
2'•3 5

4947 102525
223 47506
0 62284
0 14737

50
50
50
50

1
2
3
4

6193
2409
225 1
22 12

2207
2207
2207
2207

3986
202
44
5

25
25
25
25

l
2

5006
2 154
2990
2055

1979
1979
1979
.1 979

3027
175
10 l 1
76

3

4

CASE: 1 = QUALi FI CAT ION
2 = QUALi FICAT I ON
3 = QUALI F ICATION
4 = QUALi FICAT I ON

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

74057 28468 109907
49598 - 2092 501 6 4
2304 7 39237 647 19
9606 513 1 17 172

76492
52033
25482
12041

334 15
-1869
392 37
5131

4551 7
17865
23 88 3
8529

27562 17955
18627 - 762
9778 141 05
7 163 1366

51710
202 74
261 34
10741

2976 9
20831.i
11985
9370

2 1941
- 560
14149
137 1

26055
941 5
170 19
6452

18943
10009
8972
5875

711 2
-594
8 047
577

3106 1
11 569
20009
8507

20922
11988
1095 1
7854

101 39
-41 9
9058
653

NEITHER TAX PROVI S ION
THE INSTALLMENT PAYMENT PROVISION
THE USE VALUATI ON PROVISI ON
BOTH SPECIAL TAX PROVIS IONS
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LIQUIDITY LOSSES UNDER THE PRE-1981 AND POST-1981
LAWS FOR $1 ,000,000 FARM ESTATES WITH DIFFERENT
EQUITY RATIOS

APPENDIX IV .

EQUITY
RATIO

CASE

LIQUIDITY
LOSS
AT HUSBAND'S
DEATH
CHANGE
PR E1981

( $)

(%)

POST1981
( s)

($)

LIQU IDITY
LOSS
AT WIFE' S
DEATH
CHANGE
PRE1981

( $)

POST198 1
($)

( $)

TOlAL
LIQUI DITY
CHANGE
LOSS
PRE1981
( $)

POST 1981
( $)

($)

IMMEDIATF" DEATH:
100
100
100
100

1
2
3
4

2388
1327
1257
1257

1257
1257
1257
1257

1131
70
0
0

17155 14905
2351,, 2317
4239 323 1
1366 1240

2250
37
1008
126

19543 16 162
3681 357 1,
5496 4488
2623 2497

338 1
107
1008
126

80
80
80
80

1
2
3
4

2639
1629
1565
1565

1565
1565
1565
1565

10 74
64
0
0

18162 15886
2800 2760
2679 167 1
1356 12 1/4

2276
40
1008
142

20801 17451
4429 t1325
4244 3236
2921 2779

33 50
104
1008
1112

60
60
60
60

1
2
3
4

3058
2 136
2079
2079

?079

2079

979
57
0
0

1985 1 17 5 11
3520 3476
2 114 1896
1923 1896

23 l!O
44
2 18
27

22909 19590
5656 5555
4193 3975
4002 3975

3319
101
218
27

2079
2079

10-YEAR PROJ EC f I ON:
100
100
100
100

1
2
3
4

7382
2658
2 435
2435

2 435
243)
2 435
2435

494 7 102525
223 47506
0 62284
0 1473 7

74057 28468 10990 7
49598 - 2092 50 164
23047 39237 64719
9606 5 131 17172

76492
5203 3
25482
12041

33415
-1869
392 37
5 131

80
80
80
80

1
2
3
4

9914
320 1
2958
2958

2958
2958
2958
2958

6956 11 86414
2 43 6425 3
0 787 37
0 30970

9 1641
66618
38625
14630

94599
69576
4 158 3
17588

33959
- 2 122
4011 2
16340

60
60
60
60

1
2
3
4

14912
4146
4618
3883

22836 161364 127488
- 2754 98051 100531
41483 112157 69884
17417 62897 45425

33876
- 2480
42273
1747 2

3872 11040 146452 1236 16
3872
274 93905 96659
3828
790 107539 66056
3828
55 59014 41 597

CASE: 1 = QUALi FI CAT I ON
2 = QUALi FI CAT I ON
3 = QUALi F I CAT I ON
4
QUALi FI CAT I ON

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

27003 128558
- 2365 67454
4011 2 81695
16340 33928

NEITHER TAX PROVISIO N
THE I NS TALLMENl PAYMENT PROVISION
THE USE VALUATION PROVISIO N
BOTH SPECIAL TAX PROVISIONS

